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Technical-;-0ccupation programs in the past two decades have become 
a very important portion of the cUITiculum.offerings at the post-sec-
ondary level of education. Data collected from the instructors of 
these programs are used to make numerous educational administrative 
decisions. The purpose·of.this study was.to determine what effect the 
variation in job eIJl)hasis had on the reliability of the data gathered 
by administering the task .. inventory to technical-occupation instructors · 
at the post-secondary level. 
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'Ille vecy existence of .a post-secondary educat;;ionq.l institution may 
depend upon the data supplied by its faculty. 'llie increased importance 
of obtaining educational dat.a for purposes ef planning and decd.sion · 
making .has placed more responsibility on post-secondary technical..-occu-
pation instruct0rs• Inconsistent data acquired from the technical-occu-
pation instructor may affect accreditation, program funding,; finances, 
eligibility for special state .and federal projects; teacher accotil!ltabil-
ity, and other issues of major proportion. 
Data. in the past was generally prepared by only members of the 
a.dnrl.nistration; however, greater, use is being maqe of data prepared by 
the individ,ua.l faculty membe:t;". With this new role being assigned to the 
technical-occupation ins~ructor, the question arises as to the depend-
ability of the data. Does the tecrmical-:-occupation instructo:r provide 
consistent data or are questionnaires and.forms viewed by the instructor 
as . something to be handled in a ,haphazard manner? Data acquired from 
the technical-occupat;ion ·,instructor must be consistent if . it is to be . of· 
significant value in making perti~nt administrative decisions. 
With this new role assign~d to thetechrUcal-:-occupation instructor, 
questions arise as to the dependability of the data. can.: lirportant de-
cisions . and future planning be nade from this data? · The technical-:-
1 
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occupation faculties of twenty~three institutions of higher education in 
Oklahoma were studied to determine the reliability of the data prepared 
by them. 
Statement of Problem 
'!he problem with which this study was concerned involved the lack 
of information regarding the variability of data obtained by a task in-
ventory from post-secondary technical~occupation instructors adminis-
tered under varyjng occupational errphasis during the school year. Al-
though examination of the tasks performed by the technical-occupation 
instructor as viewed by the instructor was of extreme importance, the 
... • 
problem as viewed in this study was·the consistency at various points of 
occupational emphasis with which the answers were given regarding these 
tasks. '!he difficulties that might arise from inconsistent data pro-
vided by the technical-occupation instructor could be a.major con~ern. 
Certain agencies require data to be provided to them by the-techni-
cal-occUpation instructor while .he or she is operating under varying 
occupational emphasis during . the academic year. '!he data provided must 
be consistent regardless of the conditions or time at which the data.was 
retrieved. It is of extreme importance to know if the administering of 
a questionnaire under varying occupational emphasis during the academic 
year has an effect on the technical-occupatio~ instructor's response to 
the questionnaire; or is the response reliable regardless of when the 
technical-occupation instructor completes it. 
The types _of' OklahOI)B post-secondary.institutions that this problem 
affects are universities, junior colleges, corrnrDJnity colleges, and tech-
nical institutions in their relationship with local.Boards of Regents, 
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Higher Education Accrediting Associations, State Regents for Higher 
Education,. State Department of Vocational""."Technical Education,. United 
States Office of Education, United States Department.of Health~ FP.uca-
tion and Welfare~ etc •• 
The instrument selected was designed to be of equal irrportance to 
each technical~occupation instructor regardless of teaching speciality. 
The instrument, Tinnell's "Occupational Education Task Inventory11 , 1 
was used to obtain a measurement of the consistency of·.responses to the 
questions concern:tng time spent in performing.the following duty cata-
gories: preparing for instruction; executing instruction, evaluating . 
instruction, administering instructional services, managing equipment 
and.facilities, providing .student services, participating in profes:-
sional development, developing instructional.programs, and participating 
in non-instructional activities. 
In surmna.ry, the problem with which this study was.concerned in-
volved the lack of information regarding the variability of data ob-
tained by a task inventory·from post-secondary-technical-occupation.in-
structors administered under varying .occupational errpha.sis at different 
times during the. academic year. 
Purpos~ of the Study 
Occupational emphases of post-secondary technical-occupation in-
structors vary during the school year. '!he purpose of this study was 
to determine if the administering of a task inventory to a post-second-
ary technical-occupation instructor working under different conditions .. 
at different times,of·the academic year would have a significant affect. 
on the. results .of the data collected. '!he occupational emphases times 
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selected for the investigation were: end. of the fall semester,, beg:iml1ng 
of the spring semester, middle of the spring semester,, and the end of 
t:Pe spring semester. This was to be corqpa.red with an identical ques ... 
tionnaire administered by Tll1nell to a gr>oup,of Oklahoma post-secondary. 
technical-occupation instructors at the middle of the fall semester. 
Need for the Study 
Post-secondary education was in a state of.· crisis in the first half 
of this decade of the 70's. Enrollments had either stabilized or de-
clined slightly. Coupled with this were the problems caused by· infla-
tion. In the decade of the 60' s, institut+ons. could make bad decisions. 
based on unreliable data and still exist. That luxury no longer 
prevailed. 
Instructors often view data ,preparation as a nusisance to be toler-
ated with as little effort as possible and not as a matter of prime im-
portance to them individually or· to their institutions. Out of the 
realization of this fact develops the need for stressing the :importance 
of data preparation by the technical-occupation instructor through such 
means as in-service training, departrental meetings, individual confer-
ences, and others. 
If the best time-frame to collect data can be dete:rnri.ned, then 
post-secondary institutions.can obtain more reliable data. 
Description of Study Participants 
The study involved technical-occupation instructors from four 
types of Oklahoma post-secondary.institutions. The.following descrip ... 
tions are provided to describe tbe pa.rticipant.s who provided data for . . . 
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this study: 
"University Faculty" is the professor or instructor in an:institu-
tion whose major emphases is the awarding of the baccalaureate degree 
who is teaching technica1-occupation courses in either a two-year or 
four-year cu.rriculu.:rp. specifically selected for this study. 
"Comrm.mity College Faculty" is a full time instructor in a·two-. 
year college specializing in the needs of CQmrmlting ·.students . who teaches 
technical~occupation courses in one of the curriculurps specifically 
selected Tor. this stu.O.y. 
"Junior College Faculty" is an instructor in a two-year college 
specializing in instruction for comrrn.lting and non~commuting students 
who teaches technical-occupation ;courses in one of the junior college 
curriculums specifically. selected for this·. study. 
"Technical Institute Faculty" is a teacher or instructor in an 
institution special.izing in instruction for immediate employm=nt teach-
ing full-time technical-ocCl,1.pation courses in a cu.rriculum involved in 
this study. 
Hypothesis 
There is no significant difference in the .results of data obtained 
by the task inventory administered to the same technical-occupation in-
structors· under varying occupational emphasis at different times·during· 
the academic year. 
Assurrptions 
For the purpose of this study, the following assurrptions were made: 
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A. Instructor tasks vary from time to time tnrough a semester (term). 
For exarrple, at the beginnjng of a semester course pla.nnjng is irrpor-
tant; later execution of instruction overshadows planning} and near 
the end, student evaluation becomes the main focus. 
B. Current activities at any given tiTne tend to dominate an instruc-
tor's immediate perception .of his or her job. An instructor tends 
to plac~ relatively more irrportance on.the task at hand t~ on 
those of past or future. 
C. Instructors will respond to a task inventory in a manner which re-
flects their immediate perception of their job. Their responses 
will be given in light of the way they see their job at the time the 
instrument is completed. 
FOOTNOTES 
lRicha.rd W. Tinnell, "A Task Inventory of Technical Teachers in 




REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A study involving the manner in which post-secondary technical-
oocupation instructors' view their duty-task throughout the academic 
year requires s~ enlightment as to terminology and its use. Terms 
regarding the instructor and those tasks performed by him need to be 
defined as to their IllE!aning, how they were used, why they were neces-
sary, and why the interlaceroont provides an intricate part of the 
study. Therefore, it becomes of the utmost importance to provide the 
reader with the definitions of those terms at the outset of the study •. 
Good states that instructor's tasks is labor or study imposed by 
another, quite often. in a definite quanity, or broadly stated, anything 
imposed upon the instructor by duty or necessity, undertaking or work.l 
Tinnell, :1.n.a task inventory, narrowed the investigation of instructors 
to nine duty areas: (1) preparing for instruction, (2) executing in-
struction, (3} evaluating instruction, (4) administering instructional 
services; (5) managing equ;i.pmqnt and facilities,, (6) providing student 
services, ( 7) participating in professional deyelopmen,t, ( 8) developing . 
instructional programs,, and (9) participating in non-instructional 
activities.2 The instrument used to provi~e the dat~ for this ~tudy 
enployed Tinn.ell's Task Inventory. 
Good uses the term instructor interchangeably.with teacher and so 
is the case in the text of this study. An instructor is one who imparts 
8 
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1mowledge in colleges and universities) The study will enlarge Good's 
statement to include technical institutes at the post-secondary level, 
namely, Oklahoma State University Technical Institute, Oklahoma City, 
and Oklahoma State Tech, Oknulgee. 
The "Task Inventory", as provided by Tinnell, meets all the re-
quirements of a.research instrument; therefore, Good's Directory of 
Education definition of instrument will be used interchangeably with 
both questionnaire and task inventory. The purpose of the instrument 
was to gather the necessary data. Good refers to a data-gathering in-
strument as a form or outline used as a guide in gathering data; for 
ex~le, a printed form such as a check .list .and/or a rating scale on 
which. the research worker may record information or ratings from 
others.4 The research instrument, as previously stated, is oft~n re-
ferred to as a questionnaire, which is a list of planned, written ques"."' 
tions related to a particular topic, with space provided for indicating 
the response to each question. This is intended for a number of persons 
to reply, and is comnonly used in normative-survey studies and in the 
measurement of opinions. 
In reviewing the literature relating to how an instructor views 
tasks and the accuracy with which he provides data regarding tho:;>e 
tasks at different time periods of occupational errphasis, it was neces-
sary to divide the review .of literature into three groups which will 
provide.the structure of this chapter. They are: (1) the instructor's 
view of tasks, (2) the accuracy of .the data collected from instructors 
at various times of occupational errphasis, and (3) the effect the period 
of occupational emphasis has on data collected. 
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The Instructor's View .of Teacher's Tasks 
According to Devaughn, in a study conducted in Oklahoma to provide. 
a validated list of teacher competencies for teachers to use in more 
efficient planning and teaching, technical-occupation teachers: 
••• rated eight of the thirteen items in the plarming area as 
very irnportant. They considered detennining educational needs 
and goals of students, and selecting and developing instruc-
tional conten~ for lessons, units and courses as being very 
inportant. All ~oups judged organizing the. sequence of 
learning ,tasks and developing a variety of methods and tech-
niques of teaching as being very irnportant • 
• • • of those items related to instructional methods, they con-:-
sidered demonstration, laboratory.experiences, use of cues, 
and reinforcement of learning.through positive reinforcement 
techniques as being very linportant. In addition they consid- . 
ered proper~maintenance of· facilities and equipment and the 
use of safety rules as being very irnportant. ,5 
While DeVaughn's study did not take into cons+deration the valid-
, ' 
ity of instructors' data at various. periods of occupational emphasis, 
it did provide an insight into some occupational emphases and their :im-. ' . 
portance regarding how instructors view their tasks and the mutual in-
terest of task in the two studies. It .is of interest to note that: 
Technical education teachers represented the only teacher 
group rating, 'partiqipate in non-instructional school 
duties, i.e., PTA, chaperoning', as being little or no impor-
tance. Teachers of agriculture, business.and office, dis,_ 
tributive education, health, home economics, industrial arts 
and .trade and, industry considered the item important 
••• three items from the plarming area in the ten percent. 
'Ihese items were 'select and develop instructional content 
for lessons, units and courses', 'develop a variety of meth-
ods and techniques of teaching' , and 'determine and select 
tools and equipment necessary for learning experiences of 
students' 
'Ille ranked top ten percent of ,competencies rated tec:t;inical 
education teachers is given in Table XL It was interesting·. 
that they gave ·item.number seven,. 'se.lect and develop in..:.. 
structional content for lessons, units and courses', from the 
11 
planning area, the highest rating. · 
In addition, they ranked: two, other iterna· 'f:rom the. planning 
area in the ·top ten percent. These items. were 'identify .com-. 
petenciesneeded for students to possess to· enable them to 
enter an occupatl;ona1 skill' ,, an(i 'organize .the sequence of 
learning .tasks' • 
\ 
The <importance rating given in the De Vaughn's study in planning data. is 
supportive .to the consistenc~ of whieh the tasks are rated on the tasks 
inventory section of "preparing for instruction" of Tirmell's question-. 
naire as used in this study. 
The Accuracy·of .Data.Collected From Instructors 
at Various Times of Job ~hases 
In Schaefer's look at the technical-occupation .teacher,, he states: 
As rapidly as .occupational . technology is changing ,today,, now. ' 
can we expect the teacher of agriculture, business, distribu-
tive, hone.economics, trade·and'iridustrial; and technic~ ed-
ucation to rernain·up-to-date in their.technology? Have you 
ever sensed that some vocational-technical education content 
as being taught, is ob,solesc.ent? That our teachel;'s may come. 
to.us with six years of experience".""one yea:r repeated six 
t:im.es?7 · 
If the questions asked by Schaefer are :true,. is it not likely that data 
collected from technical".""occupation instructors·during .the teaching year 
! 
can be viewed as having little accuracy due to their hectic environment 
of catch-up or fall fa,rther behind? This could support the position 
that technical-occupation ·.teachers view data collection as . unimportant,, 
time ,consuming and.as something to, be handled in a haphazard.manner. 
Sinplicity and the ease of marking questionnaires may outweigh the 
haphazard manner so o~en ref erred to in the corr.pletion of question-
naires. Rurrmell however,, recognizes that misuse does exist when he 
states: "The correspondence method (i.e •. , ma:i,led questio!ll1.aires) has 
not only been the rrost popular in extent of usage in research.work, but 
12 
it has also been the most misused method".8 Rummell does.not neces-
sarily,:llrply that the instructor, as in the case of this study, con-
tributes to the misuse of the questionnaire but that researcher and re-
spondent both can and often. do· contribute to the ,misuse·.of the question-
naire. 
In Brzezinski's study "An Experimental.study of Techniques for 
Increasing Return Ratic;> in Mail Surveys", she presents. the problems of 
question interpretation and "correct" intenqed respondent. 
In forced cho;i.ce :questionnaire forn)ats, good ranges of alter- .·. ·· 
native answers are often not provided. The researcher cannot 
always be certain that a partici.,tlar question :is . interpreted 
in the same way by every respondent~ In fact, with mailed 
questionnaires he cannot even be ·certain that it was the in-
tended respondent.who completed and returned the form. Most 
survey researchers occasionally receive carefully. completed 
questionnaires expressing strong opinions on the subject at 
hand, only to find wr,:lr1jten.at the bottom something like 
'Corrpleted for Dr. B1'Mik:, who is on sabbatical. this year~. 
One is left to worry about how many questionnaires were com-
pleted by persons less corrpulsive about mentioning .the in-
tended respondent's absence.9 · 
Length of the questionnaire rray also be a possible determining 
factor in the accuracy of the data collected from the instructor. The 
anonJIIIlity of the respondent may also produce questionable results; how-
ever, Br>zezinski found that: 
'l1h.e one page questionnaires were no :rrore effective in eliclt-
ing higher response rates than the three page questionnaires 
containing the same .number of items. · 
••• it would appear that researchers neec;l not strain to· limit 
the.number of items [within the limits of 20 or 40 items at 
least] if adequate.follow-up procedures are used. 
There may be gr>eat practical significance in. the know-
ledge that lack of anonJIIIlity does not decrease response rates 
of college and university.professors on typical higher educa-
tion questionnaires.10 
The Effect the Period of 0ccupational 
&ri>hasis ·Has on the Data.· Collected 
13 
Research of the literatl'.l:re revealed very little infonnation regard-
ing the tirn~ of data collection or tbe effect task en:pha.sis has on the 
data being collected; however, it seems. logical that{ t~ dates such as 
filing income.tax, popular weeks for vacation, riational·holidays, 
spring and fall sch,ool breaks, examination, etc., all ·IID.lSt be viewed as 
obstacles for acquiring accurate, consistent data.. If this is the case, 
time periods such as those. listed above.should be avoided in the col-
lection of data from.the vocational-technical instructor. 
During a telephone conversation, Ms. Maureen Byers, of the National 
Center for Higher·Education Management Systems, Western Interstate.pom-
mission for Higher F.ducation, stated that WICHE used the conm:m sense 
method. Althougp no specific study had been .conpleted, WICHE avoided 
time periods sucn as the beginning of the school year, Thanksgiving 
Holiday, Christmas and New re~'s Holiday, March 15 to April 15 tax 
filing,period, weeks during which most schools are taking their spring 
break or Faster Holiday, and the three summer months of June, July, and. 
August for acquiring data from faculties of Higher Education Institu-
tions .11 
'Ihrough correspondence with Jarr.es R. !J;.1opping,(see appendix B) who 
is also with the National Center for Higher Education Mar:iagement Sys-
tems, Western Interstat.e Commission for Higher Education, part C of the 
pilot test of NCHEMS survey instrument and procedures was acquired. 
'lhis instrument.was.tested by the University of Michigan to determine 
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if there is a significant difference in.how faculty report their activ-· 
ities when the instrument was a.drninistereQ. at the beginning or. in the 
middle of the. semester. In both cases of the NCBEM3 study, the time 
period covered by the survey was .one academic semester, whereas the 
present study covered both the Fall and Spring terms. The NCHEMS study 
investigated whether faculty perception of what they would do during 
the. semester differed significa.n,tly.from their perception of their ac-
tivities once the semester was hc!.lf over. The fmdings of the Michigan 
study were further substantiated in studie;s by Lorents: . 
This question pf when to administer the instrument was an-
swered quite .cle~ly. Tables 1 and.2 concisely demoru?tra.te 
that no differences existed between the administration of the 
survey ·.instrument in the. early part· of ·.the term versus the 
middle of.the term when either NCHEMS' or the University of 
Michigan• s survey inst.rument was used. 
The possibility exists tnat asking faculty members at 
the , end of a term to recall their. acti vi tie.s might produce 
some genuine differences .. 'these would be differences of ret-
roepect;ion versus prospectiv~ est:lmat+on .. Neverthe:iess, the 
current evidence is that the . time during the .. term when the : 
estimate ·is reqU.ired is irrelevent .12 ; · · 
The following Tables are from Lorents: 
TEST£···· FOR SIGNJFIGANT ·· BIFFERENGES . IN ACTIVITY 
SCORES CAUSED BY Til'iIE> OF REPORTING 
WHEN··NGHEMS l ~ FAffiJLTY ACTIVITY 
AND ·OUTCOME-· SURVEY WAS· USED. 
Mean% Mean % 
Activity~ from ea.Fly- from· mi9-dle .. T Value 
Catef;jor~ · · re~0rMnf;i· re2orti!3Ej . 
Credit- 44.95 44.29 0.15 
Instruction · 
Non.,.credit 15.29' 15.46 .. -0.05 
Instruction 
Research and 20.78 20.14 0.13 
~ative Activit;y: . 
Service 3.61 5,27 L54 
Activitl 
Administrative 7.42 -6.23 0.50 
Activitl 
Professional 7,95 8.61 -0.47 
Development 
Degrees-of Freedom.= 83 
* All activity categories· are-taken from the 
University· of· Mich;Lgan "s·-Aea.demic Activities 
Personnel Report.13 
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TEST FOR SIGNJ:FICAN'r·DIFFERENCES INACTIVITY SCORES 
CAUSED BY. TDJlE.·· 8F REPORPING WHEN UNIVERSITY 
OF. M±GHIGANtSAGABEMIC PERSONNEL 
ACTIVITIES·REPORI' WAS USED 
Mean%. Mean % 
Activity* from early from miO.dle T Value 
Category, :reporting reporting 
Credit 54.14 50.95. 0.60, 
Instruction 
Non~credit 12.23' 13.19 -0.41 
Instruction 
Research and 18.91 17.64 0.27. 
Creative·Activity · 
Service 4.00 3.36 0.60. 
Activity 
Administrative 4.93. 8.60 -1.36 
Activity 
Professional 5.79 6.26 -0.32 
Development 
Degr>ees of Freedom = 84 
* All activity categ0ries· are-taken from the 
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The present study.is.an.eitension.of a research effort conducteO. by 
Tinnell. The inst~nt developed ~d used by Tinnell, was also used in 
th;is study. Respondents to the Tinnell. study were also. used in this 
study and the data obtained by Tinnell were corrpared to the data. of this 
study. . This chapter reports the. methodo:j_ogy used in the. study. The 
methodology implemented.to achieve, the.purpose of the study· can.be 
divided intq five catagories: (1), re,search design; (2) instrument; (3) 
respondents; ( 4) collection of data; and ( 5) statistical treai;;ment. 
Res,earch Design 
The study is a quasi~experii'ne!ntal. design which allows the test of 
the hypothesis by reaching conclusions. about the hypothesis. Through 
statistical analysis of the data, the results of the study can be :in-
terpreted and conclusions. drawn. 
Instrument 
Data for the study were.collected by a task.analysis inventory. 
This inventory required the re$pondent to indicat.e on a five point scaJ.e 
th,eir errpha$eS. on tasks. in the following duties:. (1) preparing for 
instruction; (2) executing .instruction; (3) evaluating instruction; 
18 
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(4) a.dm;inistering instructional services; (5) managing equipment and 
facilities; (6) providing instructional services; (7) participating .in 
professional development; (8) developing instructional programs; and 
(9) participat,ing .in non-instructional activities. 
The ins~rument selected for the study was a task inventory prepared 
by Richard W. Tinnell. l A list of the duties and the number of tasks 
included with. each duty is given in Table I. The inventory consisted 
of two hundred items with provisions for the respondent, to write .in 
other tasks .that he or she might feel pertinent, to the questionnaire. 
The respondent placed a.check:-rna.rk beside those tasks whi.ch were per-
formed and rated tho~e tasks individually by the use of a five-point-
t:llne-spent scale. The, scale was rated by placing a check"'."mark in the 
appropriate column of: (1) very litt.le time spent; (2) below average . 
time .spent; (3) about average time spent; (4) above average time spent; 
and (5) very llD.lCh time spent. A copy of the inventory is included in 











DUTIBS AND NUMBER OF TASKS 
Duty 
Prepar:lng for Instruction 
Execut:lng Instruction 
Evaluating Iristruction 
.Administering Instructional Services 
Managing Equipment and Facilities 
Providing Student Services 
Participat:lng in Professional Development 
Develop:lng Instructional Programs 
















Technical-occupation instructors' from 23 post-secondary institu-
tions . participated in the original slirvey by Tinnell. For a list of in-
stitutions see Appendix D. One hundred thirty-nine Tinnell respond,ents 
were surveyed and answers were received from 115. Table II list the 
potential number of participants in.the Tinnell stu,dy, while.Table III 


























THE TINNELL sruDY PARI.1ICIPANTS 
Institution 
Bethany Nazarine College 
Cameron University 
Carl Albert Junior College 
Connors State College 
Eastern Oklahoma State College 
El Reno Junior College 
Langston University 
Murray State College 
Northeastern Oklahoma State University 
Northeastern Oklahoma A&M College 
Northern Oklahoma College 
Northwestern Oklahoma State University 
Oklahoma State University School of Technology 
Oklahoma State University Technical Institute 
Oklahoma State Tech 
Oscar Rose Junior College 
Sayre Junior College 
Seminole Junior College 
Southeastern Oklahoma State University 
Southwestern College 
South Oklahoma City Junior College 
Tulsa Junior College 































The 139 technical-occupation instructors who participated •in the 
Tinnell study (see Table III) were divided into four gr>oups, three 
group$ rad 35 participants and the remaining group had 34 part;tcipants. 
In the eleven :lnst.itutions with four or m;>re participants, a random 

























THE REVISEI> STUDY·PARTICIPANTSa 
Institution 
Betrany Nazarine College 
Cameron University .. 
Carl Albert Junior College 
Connors.state College 
E.a.stern:Oklahom State College 
El Reno Junior College 
Langston University 
J.Vhlrray state College 
Northeastern Oklahoma state,University 
Northeastern Oklaboma.A&M College 
Northern.Okla.hom College 
Northwestern Oklahom state University 
Oklahoma State Uriiversity School of Technology 
Oklahoma. State University Technical lli.stitute 
Oklahoma.State Tech 
Oscar. Rose Junior College. 
Sayre Junior College 
Seminole Junior College 
Southeastern-Oklahoma. State Und.versity 
Southwestern.College 
South Oklahoma. City Junior College 
'J;'ulsa Junior College 




























Wfihose. who answered the Tinnell study and surveyed by tpis.study~ 
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Those institutions with one, two, or three participants presented a dif- . 
ferent problem. This was resolved by randomly aligning these part.ici-. 
pants with the participants from the larger institutions until the total 
gt:'Oup size (three with 35 and one with 34 participants) was re:ached. 
This .selection procedure was chosen to eliminate any bias tnat might 
appea,r in the study due to instructor's major field, type of institu-. 
tion, number of years teacJ;ljng expe~ience, age, and sex of the partici..., 
pant. 
Collection.of Data. 
The periods selected for the respondents to complete the .• identical 
questionnaire as that used in the, Octoper, 1974 data collection by 
Tinnell were: (1) Group I, November 30, 1974; (2) Group II, January. 15, . 
1975; (3) Group III, February 5, ·1975; .and (4) Group N, April 25., 1975. 
The respondent was urged to give careful consideration to each . 
duty and· tasks· and to provide data for only those.tasks actually per-
formed. The respondent.was discouraged from attempting any form of re.., 
call as to how the questionnaire .was answered the first time and an ex-
planation was given in a letter regarding the purpose of the second 
questionnaire being identical to .the first. (See Appendix C for the 
letter of .explanation.) 
Although numbers were assigned to each questionnaire and respond-
ent identity was .available in mqst insta.r:ices, no record of tbis data 
was err.ployed or reta1ned for the study. 
Fa.ch respondent's reaction .to the twice administered questionnaire 
provided data for analysis of consistency rele~t to the tasks per-
formed and the time spent on each task. 
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Statistical Treatment 
The data retrieved from.the Tinnell questionnaire and the data re-
trieved from one of the four time periods of occupational emphasis of 
this study were statistically analyzed by methods of percentages and. 
the ·Kendall Coefficient of . Concordance. The Kendall Coefficient of 
Concordance method was selected to mea~ure the degr>ee of consistency 
and amount of agreement with which an instructor answered the two hun"'!"', 
dred task questions in Tinnell's study compared to those. same questio~s 
administered in this study, but administered at different time periods 
of job .en:phasis • The· Kendall Coefficient of Concordance was calculated, 
and, in addition, . a chi".'"square statistic was con:puted in order to deter-
mine the significance of the calculated Kendall Coefficient of Concor-
dance. 2 
FOOINOTES 
lRichard W. Tinnell, "A Task Inventory of Technical Teachers. in 
Oklahoma" (Unpub. F.d.D. Dissertation, Oklahoma State University, 1975), 
pp. 46-66. 
2aary . W. Folkers, "Kendall .. Coefficient. of Concordance" (Unpub . 





One hundred thirty-nine post-secondary technical-occupation in-
structors representing 18 Oklahoma institutions were requested to again 
complete a task inventory (see Appendix A) that they had previously com-
pleted in October, 197 4. Four occupational emphasis periods were se-
lected and the return for each selected period is given below. 
On November 30, 1974, task analysis questionnaires were mailed to 
Group I study participants (34 participants). By January 15, 1975, 
th:irty-one returns had been received for a 91.1 percent return; however, 
two which had been initially received were misplaced before the da,ta 
could be recorded. This necessitated a revision of the number of re-
turns to 29 (85.3 percent). 
On January 15, 1975, task analysis questionnaires were mailed to 
Group II participants (35 participants). By February 18, 1975, thirty 
returns had been received f'or an 85. 7 percent return. However, ques-
tionnaire number 103 was nailed by mistake to another institution and 
was corr.pleted and returned by an individual who was neither a partici-
pant of the study nor a, technical-occupation .instructor. This neces-
sitated the removal of the task analysis questionnaire·from the return 
and revised the number of returns to 29 (82.9 percent). 
On February 5, 1975, task·analysis questionnaires were mailed to 
26 
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Group . III participants ( 35 participants) • By April 5, 1975, thirty-one 
(88.6 percent) had been received. 
Task analysis questionnaires were mailed on April 25, 1975, to 
Group IV participants (35 participants). By May 15, 1975, twenty-six 
had been received for a,74~3 percent return. This represented the 
·'· / "shortest time frame (25 days) for returning questiormaires; however, all 
but one institution partially closed for the summer the second.week in 
May. Two returns were received after May 15, 1975, but neither was 
considered as useable data, because of the above mentioned cut-off date. 
Table IV is a summary of instruments nailed and returned and .the 
percentage of return from each institution involved in the study. Two 
institutions, each with one occupational instructor, failed to return 
the questionnaire. The two of the original 18 institutions not respond-
1ng represented only 11 percent of the total number. Of the 139 ques-
tionnaires mailed throughout the year, 115 were useable for an 82.7 per-
cent return as compared to Tinnell's 81.3 percent. 
Return Results 
The data concerning the .. responses of each technical-occupation in-
structor responding to each duty-task that they perf or.rrEd was calcu~ 
lated. This procedure provided several methods . by which the data on 
each Q.uty-task could be analyzed and compared. Among these methods are 
the range and percentage of responses, total relative time .spent on a 
particular duty-task, the product of time .spent, and the mean of the 
time spent (see Table V). 
The number of responses to the duty-task (see Table V) ranged from 
16 to 112. This produces an extent of variation in the range of 
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TABLE N 
SUMMARY· OF INSTRUME:m'S MAILED·· A.NJ:) .. RETURNED WITH 




Insti- Number Number. 
tution · Mailed· ReturneQ. 
1 1 1 
2 7 7 
3 1 1 
4 2 1 
5 13 8 
6 1 0 
7 2 1 
8 7 7 
9 1 1 
10 10 10 
11 7 6 
12 2 2 
13 23 18 
14 14 12 
15 50 50 
16 7 4 
17 1 0 
18 1 0 
19 3 3 
20 2 0 
21 4 4 
22 10 3 
23 2 0 


























Group I thru N · 













































TABIB D1 (Continued) 
Group I Group II Group III Group.Dr 




.µ 'd 'd 'd 'd 
::l (]) .µ (]) .µ (]) .µ (]) .µ 
.µ :y 'd :y ~ ~ :y 'd :y ~ ~ :y 'd :y ~ ~ :y 'd :y ~ ~ 
·rl (]) (]) (]) :y (]) (]) (]) (]) :y (]) (]) (]) (]) :y (]) (]) (]) (]) :y (]) 
.µ ..0 r-1 ..0 ::l C) ..0 r-1 ..0 ::l C) ..0 r-1 ..0 ::l C) ..0 r-1 ..0 ::l C) 
11.l s ·rl s .µ :y s ·rl s .µ :y s ·rl s .µ H s ·rl s .µ :y 
~ ::l (1j ::l (]) (]) ::l (1j ::l (]) (]) ::l (1j ::l (]) (]) ::l (1j ::l (]) (]) 
H z~ z p:::; p_, ::z;~ z p:::; p_, z~ z p:::; p_, z~ zp:::; p_, 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 2 2 100 1 1 100 2 2 100 2 2 100 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
5 2 2 100 1 1 100 3 3 100 
,.., ,_ 2 100 
6 
7 0 0 0 1 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 2 2 100 2 1 50 1 1 100 2 0 0 
9 1 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 2 2 100 2 2 100 3 3 100 3 3 100 
11 1 0 0 2 2 100 1 1 100 2 2 100 
12 0 0 0 1 1 100 1 1 100 0 0 0 
13 5 4 80 5 5 100 4 2 50 4 3 75 
14 3 3 100 3 2 67 3 1 33 3 1 33 
15 12 10 83 13 12 92 13 13 100 12 9 75 
16 1 1 100 1 0 0 1 1 100 1 1 100 
17 
18 
19 1 1 100 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 100 
20 
21 1 1 100 1 1 100 1 1 100 1 1 100 
22 0 0 0 1 1 100 1 1 100 1 1 100 
23 
Totals: 
34 29 85.2 35 29 85,7 35 31 88.6 35 26 74,3 
30 
responses which is marginal, i.~::. 96 for this study corrpared to 128 .for 
_>r 
T~el~ or a difference of 25 percent. 
The total relative time spent performing each duty-task was calcu-
lated by taking the frequency the duty-task was ,performed times a 
weighted factor. Corrputat:ton of the data for duty-task r .... 1, "preparing 



































The range of the total relative time spent on each . duty-task was . 
from 24 on duty 9 task 7 (drive .a school bus); to 418 on quty 2 task .22 
(present lessons with a chalkboard). 'J;'his corrpa.res favorably with 
Tinnell 's range on total relative, time of five':to'.48.3 respect.ive1y on 
the identical duty-tasks. 
The product of each duty-task was corrputed by :tm.lltiplying the fre-
quency (number of responses) times the total relative time. In doing 
this the number of zero responses ( 31 in the above) must be subtracted 
from the total frequencies (115) to provide the total.useable fre-
quencies (84). Multiplying this number (84) times the total relative 
time provides ;the product {15960). The range of products .was from 384 
on duty 9 task 7 (drive a school bus) to 46,816 duty 2 task 22 (present 
lessons with a chalkboard) . T1nnell' s range was from 20 on duty 9 task .. 
7 (drive a school bus) to 60,858 on duty 2 task 22 (present lessons 
31 
with a chalkboard) • Again, a 25 percent variation between this study 
and T:innell's occurs on products as was the case pointed out earlier on 
the range of responses. 
The·mean total time that the respondents spent.performing each 
duty-task was calculated by dividing the total relative time (190 for 
duty-task I-1) by the number. of respondents indicating .that they per-
formed the task (84). The results were corrpared to the T:innell ·study 
for each task in the inventory. The range for the mean total time 
spent on individual tasks was from 1.50 on duty 9 task 7 (drive a 
school bus) to 3.85 on duty 2 task 26 (supervise student laboratory 
work). 'Ibis corrpares with T:innell' s range of. 1. 25 (which was also 
identified as duty 9 task 7) to 4.o (on duty 2 task 26 which again was 
the identical duty and task identified in both studies). 
All results of these four methods of calculatior;i. are.given on each 
duty-task ·.in Table V. The number of zero, one, two, three, four, and 
five weighted responses were calculated for all tasks. The range of 
the results for the least number of affirmative responses were compared 










Duty ,9 Task 7 








Duty 9 Task 7 







As indicated above, on one duty-task in the present study, 99 of the 115 
responde~ts did not perform.the task corrpared to 134 of 139 respondents 
in.the T:innell study. Although a difference of 99 to 134 appears large, 
32 
it should be noted that the respondents for this study was 115 while-the 
' 
Tinnell study was 139, a difference of 24. The-largest number of af":" 










Duty 2.Task 22 








Duty 7 Task 8 







In this study 112 of a possible 115 respondents indicated they perform-
ed a_ given task while in.the Tinnell study 133 of 139 respondents indi-
cated they performed a task. 
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TABLE V 
THE DATA FOR FACH TASK 
I Preparing for Instructi9n 
'Ibtalb 
Responsesa Relative Productc Meand 
Time 
1. Develop student safety procedures 84 190 15960 2.26 
2. Identify library resources 87 194 16878 2.23 
3. Identify resource; persons 63 140 8820 2.22 
4. Identify-.terrnirla.l evaluative cri ter:La 72. 194 13968 2.69 
5. Maintain an instructional naterials 
file 106 324 34344 3.06 
6. Make mimeograph.masters 70 184 12880 2.63 
7. Make.photo (thermo) copy masters. 67 160 10720 2.39 
8. Make spirit duplicator masters 54 127 6858 2.35 
9. Make visual aids 94 256 . 24064 2.72 
10. Operate·· a mimeograph . ma.chine 58 115 6670 1.98 
11. Operate a photo (thermo) copy machine 57 123 7011 2.16 
12. Operate a spirit duplicator 49 111 5439 2.27 
13. Organize lesson.plans io8 368 39744 3.41 
14. Plan field trips ·· 85 206 17510 2.42. 
15. Prepare lecture outlines 110 373 41030 3.39 ··. 
16. Select course content 106 347 36782 3.27 
17. Select.student proj'ects 105 351 36855 3.34 -
18. Select text books 101 288 29088 2.85 
19. Select training package 69 178 12282 2.58 
20. Select visual aids 93 257 23901 2. 76. 
21. Set up demonstrations 101 305 30805 3.02 
22. Set up laboratory equipment 91 277 25207 3.04 
23. Write course objectives 104 306 31824 2.94 
24. Write laboratory exercise!3 92 280 25760 3.04 
25. Write lesson objectives 102 283 28866 2.77 
26. Write student handout sheets 10~ 344 37496· 3.16 
27. Write unit objectives 86 222 19092 2.58 
TABLE V (Continued) 
II Executing Instruction 
1. Coordinate- a -cooperative work program 37 
2. Demonstrate manipulative skills 89 
3. Derive mathematical equations . 67 
4. Direct group discussions 86 
5. Direet progr>amned instruction 48 
6. Direct student skill practice 98 
7. Direct student project work 89 
8. Employ oral questioning 100 
9. Give .homewerk assignments 102 
10. Give lectures 110 
11. Give students assistance in laboratory 106 
12. Implement rules of acceptable conduct 91 
13. Implement safety procedures 83 
14. Present lessons through problem solvingl03 
15. Present lessons using analogies . 75 
16. Present lessons using .audio tape 43 
17. Present lessons using fiJmstrips 60 
18. Present lessons using flip charts 41 
19• Present lessons using models 79 
20. Present lessons using photo slides 57 
21. Present lessons using .video tape 34 
22. Present lessons using a chalkboard 112 
23. Present lessons with motion pictures- 73 
24. Present lessens' with overhead projector 95 
25. Presentprinciplesbydemonstration 102 
26. Supervise '.student laboratory work 98 
27. Supervise fleld trips 81 
28. Teach evening classes 67 
29. Teach extension classes 29 




























































































TABLE V (Continued) 
III Evaluating Instruction 
1. Administer written tests 110 . 360 
2. Analyze tests -for reliability 91 242 
3. Analyze tests· for validity 87 233 
4. Cheek graduate performance with errployer73 184 
5. Conduct drop-out studies 39 78 
6. Determine-final grades 109 388 
7. Devise laboratory performance tests 82 251 
8. Fornru.late case:--study problems - 40 97 
9. Fornru.late· completion test questions 94 269 
10. Formulate· essay.test questions 81 194 
11. Formlilate IIRlltiple· choice questions- 89 240 
12. For.nulate- matehing .test questions 98 288 
13. Formulate teeh-math problems· 62 185 
14. Fornru.late true-false questions 89 287 
15. Grade homework assignments 93 287 
16. Grade laboratory reports 81 260 
17. Grade student projects 96 329 
18. Grade-student class performance 95 335 
19. Grade written tests 108 374 
20. Haveadvisory·cornmittee-evaluate courses66 167 
21. Have- students· evaluate -course-- content 87 196 
22. Have students evaluate teacher 84 203 
23 Obtain program· evaluation from grapuates56 129 
24. Prepare progress charts 61 165 
25. Rate· other teachers 41 82 
26. Serve on self-study committees 46 112 
27. Write a self-evaluation form- .. 52 130 
28. Write lesson objectives 91 258 





























































TABIB V (Continued) . 
IV Administering Instructional Services 
1. Assign students to classes 61 160 9760 2.62 
2. Attend faculty meetings 110 323 .35530 2.94 
3, Collect fees 38 78 2964 2.05 
4. Coordinate teaching in several programs39 109 ·. 4251 2.79 
5, Handle petty cash 32 59 1888 1.84 
6. Identify prospective teachers. 48 113 5424 2.35 
7, Interview prospective.employees 48 109 5232 2.27 
8. Maintain attendance records .... 100 322 32200 3.22 
9, Maintain counseling records 54 137 7398 2.54 
10. Maintain financial records 27 62 1674 2.30 
11. Maintain follow-up records 44 114 5016 2.59 
12. Maintain placement records 45 127 5715 2.82 
13. Maintain purchasing records 48 133 .6384 2. 77. 
14. Make teaching assignments 47 130 6110 2.77 
15. Plan the budget 44 116 5104 2.64 
16. Prepare class schedules 70 191 13370 2.73 
17. Prepare promotional brochures 56 144 8064 2,57 
18. Prepare recruiting materials 53 137 7261 2.58 
19. Prepare travel 'Claims 67 121 8107 1.81 
20. Recruit new students 88 243 21384 2.76 
21. Specify teacher qualffications 45 103 . 4635 2.29 
22. Supervise other teachers 85 236 20060 2.78 
V Managing Equipment and Facilities 
1. Administer laboratory clean-up 85 236 20060 2.78 
2. Arrange for equipment storage 73 191 13943 2.62 
3, Conduct the inventory 79 215 16985 . 2. 72 
4. Control environment (light , heat , etc. )76 185 14060 2.43 
5, Evaluate available facilities 62 156 9672 2.52. 
6. Maintain equipment 83 258 21414 3.11 
7, Manage a tool room 45 106 4770 2.36 
8. Order instructional supplies 93 264 24552 2.84 
9, Order laboratory equipment 84 226 18984 2.69 
10. Plan long range eqldpment needs 84 219 18396 2.61 
11. Prepare equipment budgets 53 146 7738 2. 75. 
12. Recomnend library purchases 81 199 16119 2.46 
13. Repair damaged equipment 79 234 18486 2.96 
14. Review builcU.ng construction plans 46 109 5014 2.37 
15. Schedule student laboratory time 77 211 16247 2.74 
16. Select audio.,-visual equipment 59 140 8260 2.37 
17. Select classrooms .. 45 113 5085 2.51 
18. Solicit contributions. from. industry .. 42 98 4116 2.33 
19. Select. laboratory. (shop). space. 35 78 2730 2.23 
20. Write equipment specifications 67 179 11993 2.67 
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TABIB V (Continued) 
VI Providing Student Services 
1. Administer counseling. tests 20 32 640 1.60 
2. Administer placement tests 22 44 968 2.00 
3. Advise students about.employment 104 324 33696 3.12 
4. Advise students about further education99 284 28116 . 2 .87 
5. Advise students with personal problems: 99 230 22770 2.32 
6. Advise students with scholastic 
problems 101 276 27876 2.73 
7. Assess student academic ability 65 190 12350 2.g2 . 
8. Assist students in getting financial 
aids 71 106 7526 1.49 
9. Conduct counseling sessions 55 137 7535 2.49 
10. Conduct a graduate follow-up program 49 114 5586 2.33 
11. Conduct home visits 21 34 714 1.62 
12. Contact prospective employers 69 186 12834 2.70 
13. Evaluate student selection data 26 54 1404 2.08 
14. Interview prospective students 78 218 17004 2.79 
15. Place graduates with employers 64 182 11648 2.84 
16. Provide disciplinary action 45 89 4005 1.98 
17. Provide placement.services 50 143 7150 2.86 
18. Select students for the program 30 79 2370 2.63 
19. Set student selection criteria 29 65 1885 2.24 
20. Write letters of recommendation 89 223 19847 2.51 
VII Participating in Professional Development 
1. Assist new teachers 74 192 14208 2.59 
2. Attend professional meetings 104 290 30160 2.79 
3. Conduct research 38 75 2850 1.97 
4. Participate in professional .. 
organizations 98 277 27146 2.83 
5. Participate in research studies 41 85 3485 2.07 
6. Participate in seminars 81 192 15552 2.37 
7. Practice new specialty skills 57 157 8949 2.75 
8. Read professional. j oumals 104 295 30680 2.84 
9. Read text books 102 323 32946 3.17 
10. Read technical journals 100 294 29400 2.94 
11. Serve as an officer of an. oranization 54 150 8100 2.78 
12. Take college courses 81 226 18306 2.79 
13. Take correspondence courses .. 21 36 756 1. 71 
14. Take short courses. 48 102 4896 2.13 
15. Visit other schools 83 210 17430 2.53 
16. Work in industry 50 122 6100 2.44 
17. Write professional articles 23 44 1012 1.91 
18. Write technical journal articles 24 42 1008 1. 75 
TABLE- V (Continued) 
VIII Developing.Instructional Programs 
1. Adapt occupational. surveys. to. local _ 
needs 34 80 
2. .Analyze occupational .. clusters. . 37 83 
3~ Assess relevancy of program offerings. 57. 155 
4. Conduct· occupational .. needs. surveys 33 69 
5. Determine staff: .. and: .. faculty • 
requirements . . . ... . . 48 116 
6. Establish program. goals.. .... .. . . .. .. . . 70 193 
7. Examine CW""ricula. of. other .. s.ehools ....... 70 170 
8. Identify .appropriate·.pr0gram.content 73 207 
9. Identify. entry level:. skills .. .. . 56 . 142 
10. Make job. analyses: . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . 52 111 
11. M3et with advisory. committees=:._. . . 83 . 203 
12. Organize_ advisory,. committees:. .. .. ... . 50. . . 110 · 
13. .Plan advisory corrmittee-, meetings:.:.~::. 49 .. 106 
14. Read curriculurrL research reports::. .. ::. , _ ... 57 ..... 127 
15. Read vocational. educat:Lon: needs:.: surveys72 .... 168 
16. Select programs. to .. be: offered._,_·:. . 50. .. 127 
17. Sequence. courses. within .. the .. program: . 62 170 
18. Serve on a curriculum.committee 49 125 
19. Write program:.objectives: 63 167 








: 11900 . 2.43 ' 
' 15111. . .. 2 • 84 · ... 
... :. 8094 . : 2.54 
5772 2 .13 
•. 16849 . 2.45 ' 
5500 .. 2 .• 20 . 
5194 2 .16. 
7239 2 .23 ... 
. 12096 . 2 •. 33 -
. 6350 2.54 
10540 2. 74 . 
"6125 .. 2.55 
.. 10521 . 2 .. 65 
2627 1.92 
IX Participating in. Non,..Instruction&J_ Act:tvities 
1. Assist with institutional. maintenance .. 55 . 138 
2. Attend ci vie club .. meetings . · . . . . 67 159 
3. Attend school .. related.. social. funetionslOO . 273 
4. Chaperon student,. aetivities, :.. . . 71 . 164 
5. Collect ... money for .. charities . .. 36 . 65 
6. Collect· tickets. at. school. acti:vities 31. .. 59 
7. Drive a school. bus. . . . 16 .. 24 
8. Participate .in. community._.activities 78 199 
9. Prepare·. news releases:::·.:_.:· 36 66 
10. Sell .activities. tickets:._.. 21 26 
11. Serve on committees·::... . . .. . .. . 72 195 
12. Sponsor .. student.: .clubs. . . .. . . 70 196 
13. Visit with other' .. tea.ehers: 93 282 
14. Work as a consultant 50 102 
a Total number responding to a given task. 
7590 2.51 
10653 2.37 
.. 27300. - .. 2.73. 
... 11644 . 2.31 
2340 ... 1.81 
1829 1.90 
384 1.50 
15522 .. 2.55 
2376 1.83 
546 .. 1.24 
14040 2.71 
. 13720 2.80 
. 26226 3.03 
5100 2.04 
b Number responding :multiplied by weighted factor. (0-5) which 
indicated amount of t1me spent perfonning each task. · 
c Responses :multiplied by total relative time. 
d 'Ibtal relative time divided by response. 
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Ranking the·Responses 
'!he· ranking .of tech;nical-occupation instructors' responses, as in-
dicated in Table V, would be lengthy' and· the value of such would indeed 
be questionable.. For this reason, only . the rankings of those task: in, 
the top and bottom decile of tbe following four methods will be given: 
1. '!he number.of re~pondents who reported performing each task. 
(Table VI, VII, VIIl, IX, X) 
2. The tota+ relative t:ime.s ·.reported spent· on each task. 
(Table.XI, XII, XIII, XIV, YN) 
3. '!he product of the number of affirnla.ti ve respondents . and. the · 
total relative time spent on the tasks. (Table XVI, XVII; 
XVIII, XIX, XX) . 
4. The reported mean relative time ·spent performing each task. 
(Table XXI, XXII, XXIII, XXIV, XYN) 
Tables VI through X give the number of respondents reporting that 
they perfo~d a particular task. '!he. top portion of the. table repre ... 
sents the top decile while. the lower portion .. of the table is. the bottom 
decile. Also ,given is the percentage . of the ranking. for the number. of 
respondents indicating that they performed the task:. 
'Ihe top and bottom decile. rankings of the ·total relati;ve t:ime 
spent perfonning each task is given in Table XI through JN. 'Ihe top 
and bottom decile of the rankings of the product of the number of af-
firmative respondents and the total relative time spent on.the tasks 
are given in Table XVI through XX. Similarly, Table XXI through XXY · 
give the rankings of the reported mean total relative t:ime spent per-
forming each task. 
'!he structure of Table VI through XYN was patterned after the .. 
Tinnell study to better facilitate a corrparison of the two studies. 
'!here are many ways of viewing the results and many valuable conclusions 
could be gleaned·from the data; however, the main objective of t:t:iis 
study was to determine if a significant difference in the results of 
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data would be gained by a.drrdnist~ring a.task analysis qu,estionnaire to 
the same.technical-occupation instructors under va.rying·occupational 
emphasis at different times during the academic year. To permit analy-
sis of' the data.XXXI through XXXVIII corrpare the top and bottom deoiles 
of this study as presented in Tables VI through XXV to. the findings of 
the Tinnell study. The conolusions and recorrmendations derived from 
these data will appear in the next chapter. 
While the above material corrpared the data of this study with that 
of the Tinnell study and the data obtained in each of the four job em-
phasis periods in this study were conpared with each other, an~ther 
approach is to corrpare . the way in which a given instructor answered the . 
two identical task inventories. To determine the consistency with which 
a given occupation instructor answered the original and follow-up in-
struments (see Tables XXVII through XXX), the Kendall Coefficient of 
Concordance was errployed. 
For example, as can be observed in Table XXIV,; one.respondent c~ 
pleted both task analysis questionnaires in an identical manner, i.e. , 
that each of the 200 questions were corrpleted the same in February as in 
the initial (October) questionnaii'e. This produced a Kendall Coeffi-
cient of Concordance of 1.000000 and a Chi Square value of 398.00000. 
At the other extreme, a Kendall Coefficient of Concordance of 0.168317 
and a Chi Square of 66.99022 was.produced by a respondent as indicated 
in Table XXIX. It is interesting to note that both extremes· were in · 
the same month (February, Group .III). 
To permit determination of whether one job errphasis period has 
more effect than another job .errphasis period on the manner in which a 
technical-occupation instructor provides data, a mean correlation 
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between the initial questionnaire and· each.of the four follow-up periods 
was deveioped. The mean of the-Kendall Coefficient of.Concordance be':"" 
tween the initial ques:tionnaire and the.November questionnaire was 
0.78165; January questionnaire, 0.83208; February questionnaire, 
0.75309,, and,, April questionnaire, 0.80704. While·the latter is inter-
esting,, the primary purpose. of the study was to determine. the best time 
to request data from the·technicai-occupation.instructor - - or those 
times to avoid. 





Mean of Means: 
0.78165 
0.83208 
o. 75309 . 
0.80704 
3.17387 ; ,4 = 0.79347 ' 
Total Mean: 
' 86. 41551 .;. 109 = 0. 79280 
End of Semester 
First of Semester 
Mid Semester 
End of Semester 
The range, 0.07899, of the job err.phasis period means.is from 
0.83208 to 0.75309 which is very small when one considers the number 
of respondents with which the· study dealt. The small range in the job . 
err.phasis group means indicates tnat the time, period ·,in which a. given 
technical-occupation instructor provides data :ru:i.s no significance •. 











































TOP AND BO'ITGM DECIIE - - · NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS WHO REPORTED 






Attend faculty meetings 




Maintain an instructional materials file 
Select course content 
Give students assistance in laboratory 
Select student projects 
Work problems before class 
Write course objectives 
Advise students about employment 
Attend professional meetings 
Read professional journals 
Present lessons by problem solving 
Read text books 
Collect money for cha.ri ties ·. 
Select laboratory (shop space) 
Present lessons using video tape 
·Adapt occupational surveys to local. needs 
Conduct occupational needs surveys 
Handle petty cash 
Collect tickets at scho.ol activities 
Select students for the program 
Teach extension classes 
Set student selection criteria 
Maintain ffua.ncial records 
Evaluate student selection data 
Write technical journal articles 
Write professional art.icles 
Administer placement tests 
Conduct home visits 
Take correspondence courses 
Sell activities tickets 
Administer counseling tests 
































































































































TOP AND BO'ITOM DECILE - -·NUMBER· OF RESPONDENTS 
WHO REPORTED PERFORMlliG ·EACH TASK lli GROUP I 
Duty-Task 
Prepare·leet.ure outlines 
Select student projects 
Give lectures 
Give stud,entsassistancein laboratcry 
Present lessons with a chalkboard · 
Attend faculty meetings 
Organize lesson plans 
Write .student handout sheets 
Give homeworkassignments 
Present principles by demonstration · 
Supervise .student laboratory work 
Work problems before class 
Administer written .. tests 
Attend professional meetings 
Maintain an instructional material file 
Determine final grades 
Select course content 
Present lessons .by problem .solving 
Grade written tests 
Read professional journals 
Analyze occupational clusters 
Handle petty cash 
Teachextension classes 
Present lessons using video tape 
Prepare news releases 
Collect tickets at school activities 
Adapt occupational surveys to local needs 
Write·technical journal articles 
Write-professional articles 
Select students for the program 
Evaluate student selection data 
Maintain financial records 
Conduct drop-out studies 
Set student selection criteria 
Sell activities tickets 
Take-correspondence courses 
Administer counseling tests 
Drive a school bus 
Conduct home visits 

























































































TOP ANDBO'ITOM DECILE - - NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS 
WHO REPORTED PER,FORMINGEACH TASK IN GROUP II 
Duty-Task 
I-15 · Prepare :.1eeture outlines· 
I-23 Write-eourse objectives 
I~25 Write- lesson objectives 
III-12 · · For.rfDllate-.multiple· choice questions 
VII~2 · · Attend pr0fessional meetings 
VII-8·- · ···Rea.cl-professional journals 
VII-9 Read text boqks 
I-13-. ·· Organize- lesson plans 
I-16- · ···Select course content 
I-21 Set up demonstrations 
I-26 Write student.handout sheets 
II-8 · Employ oral questioning. 
II-10 Give lectures 
II-11 · Give···students ··assistance in laboratory 
II-14 - Present ·lessons by problem solving 
II-25 ·· Present principles -by demonstration 
II-30 Work:problems before class 
III...,17- Grade student projects 
IV-2- Attend faculty meetings 





















'Write proposals for funding . . 
Coordinate-a c0operative work program 
Teach extension classes 
··Collect fees 
Setstudent select.ion criteria 
Conduct occupational needs survey 
- Collect money-for charities 
Collect tickets at school activities 
Sell activities tickets 
Present·· lessons using video tape 
Maintain financial records 
Administer placement tests 
Conduct home visits 
Evaluate-student selection .data 
Select students.for the program 
Write professional articles 
Administer counseling tests 
'Write tecmical journal articles 
Drive a school bus 
Take·co:rTespondence courses 
































































































































TOP AND BOI'IDM PECIIE - --NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS WHO 
REPORrED PERFORMING EACH TASK IN GROUP III 
Duty-Task 
Organize-· lesson. plans·· 
Write·· student handout sheets 
Give lectures 
Present lessens ·with a cha_lkboard 
Administer written tests 
Determine final grades 
Attend faculty meetings 
Advise students about. employment 
Read professional journals 
Read···tee!:mical journals 
Grade written tests 
Attend professional meetings 
M3.intain an instructional material file 
Prepare lecture outlines 
Select course content 
Select student projects 
Present lessons by problem soiving 
Grade students class performance 
Maintain attendance records 
Advise students with scholastic problems 
Forrrru.late case study problems 
Handle petty cash 
Select laboratory (shop) space 
Adapt occupational surveys to local needs 
Conduct occupational needs surveys 
Write proposals for funding 
Maintain financial records 
Select students for the program 
Set student selection criteria 
Take-correspondence courses 
Collect money for charities 
Evaluate student selection data 
·Write technical journal articles 
Teach extension classes 
Administer counseling tests 
Administer placement tests 
Write professional articles 
Sell activities tickets 
Conduct home visits 

































































































































TOP.AND BOITQlVI.DECILE - --NUMBER.OF RESPONDENTS WHO 
REPORTED PERFORMING.EACH TASK IN GROUP IV 
Duty-Task 
Organize·lesson pl9!1S 
Prepare lecture outlines 
Select course content 
Write·course objectives 
Give lectures 
Administer written tests 
Maintain·an·instructional material file 
Seleet-student projects 
Write·· lesson objectives 
Writestudent handout.sheets 
Give-· student.s · assistance··· ;in laboratory 
Present lessensbyproblem solving 
Prepare principles by· demonstration 
supervise·: student · laboratory work 
Work-problems -before class 
· ·· Detenrrlne·· final grades 
Formulate eonpletion test questions·· 
Grade written tests 
Advise··· students·· about en:ploy.rrent 
Advise students· about . further education . 
Collect fees 
Manage a tool'room 
Select classrooms 
Set student selection criteria 
Present lessons using video tape 
Maintain financial rec.ords 
Select · laboratory ( st,top) space 
Administer placement tests 
Conduct home visits 
·&raluate-st;udent ·selection data 
Conduct research. 
Collect tickets at school activities 
Handle petty cash 
Partieipate in research.studies 
·Take-correspondence courses 
-Writeteehrlieal· journal articles 
Administer counseling tests 
··Write· professional articles 
·Drive a school bus 


























































































TOP AND BO'l'I'OM DECIIB ----TDrALRELATIVETIME .REPORTED SPENT 










































· Present lessons with a chalkboard 
Give· students assistance in laboratory 
Give lectures 
Determine final grades 
Supervise student laboratory work 
Grade·written tests 
Prepare· leet.ure outlines 
Organize lesson plans 
Administer written tests 
Direct student skill practice 
Select student projects 
Present principles through denonstration 
Select course content 
Present lessons through problem solving 
Work problems before class 
Write student handout sheets 
Grade-students class performqnce 
Employ oral questioning 
··Grade·• stuqent projects 
Maintain an instructional materials file 
Collect fees 
Select laboratory (shop) space 
Conduct research 
Present lessons using video tape 
Write proposals for funding 
Prepare.news releases 
Collect money for charities 
Maintam financial records 
Handle petty cash 
Collect tickets at school activities 
Teach extension classes 
Evaluate-student selection data 
Administer placement tests 
Write professional articles 
Write ·technical journal articles 
Take-correspondence courses 
Conduct home visits 
Administer counseling tests 
Sell activities tickets 











































aNurnber responding multiplied, by weighted factor (0-5) which ,indicated 










































TOP AND BCYITOM DECILE - -TOTAL RELATIVE TIME 
REPORTED SPENT ON EACH TASK IN GROUP I 
Duty -Task 
Give students assistance in laboratory 
Present lessons with a chalkboard 
Supervise student laboratory work 
Prepare lecture outlines 
Give lectures 
Present principles through demonstration 
Organize lesson plans 
Select student projects 
Direct student skill practice 
Present lessons through problem solving 
Determine final grades 
Work problems before class 
Write student handout sheets 
Administer written tests 
Read text books 
Select course content 
Errploy oral questioning 
Maintam ·an··instructional .materials file 
Set up demonstrations 
Grade students class performance 
Write proposals for funding 
Select students for the program 
Collect tickets at school activities 
Conduct occupational needs surveys 
Conduct drop-out studies 
Present lessons using video tape 
Teach extension classes 
Write professional articles 
Set student selection criteria 
· Evaluate student selection data 
Prepare news releases 
Write technical journal articles 
Maintain financial records 
Hqndle petty cash 
Administer coW1seling tests 
Takecorrespondence courses 
Sell activities tickets 
Drive a school bus 
Co~duct home visits 












































aNumber responding multiplied by weighted factor (0-5) which indicated 










































'IDP AND ID'ITOM DECILE - - TOTAL RELATIVE TIME 





Give students assistance in laboratory 
Determine ftnal grades 
Prepare lecture outlines 
Give lectures 
Grade written tests 
Supervise student laboratory work 
Organize lesson plans 
Write ,student handout sheets 
Select course content 
Grade student projects 
Present principles through demonstration 
Admini~ter written tests 
Direct student skill practice 
Read text books 
Fn:ploy oral questioning 
Advise students about employment 
Work problems before class 
Formulate multiple choice questions 
Maintain an instructional materials file 
Grade students class perfonnance 
Prepare news releases 
Maintain financial records 
Handle petty cash 
Collect money for charities 
Administer placement tests 
Select . 'students for the program 
Set student selection criteria 
Conduct occupational needs surveys 
Present lessons using video tape 
Evaluate student selection data 
Write proposals for funding 
Collect ticke,ts at school activities 
Teach extension .classes 
Conduct home visits 
Write professional articles 
Administer counseling.tests 
Sell act.ivities .tickets 
Drive .a school bus 
Take correspondence courses 









































8Nurnber responding multiplied by weighted factor (0-5) which indicated 










































TOP AND BOTIDM DECILE - - TOTAL RELATIVE TJME 





Determine final grad,es 
Grade written tests 
Present lessons with a chalkpoard 
Grade students class performance 
Write student handout sheets 
Give lectures 
Maintain attendance records 
Select student. projects 
Organize. lesson plans 
Present lessons through problem solving 
Administer written tests 
Select course content 
·Attend faculty meetings 
Advise students about employment 
Read technical journals 
Prepare lecture outlines 
Read text books 
Identify appropriate program content 
Maintain an instructional materials file 
Advise students with scholastic problems 
Collect fees 
Select laboratory (shop) spac(3 
Prepare news releases 
Maintain financial records 
Write proposals for funding 
Handle petty cash. 
Formulate case-stµdy problems 
Conduct research 
Teach extension classes 
Collect money for charities 
Ev:aluate student selection data 
Write technical journal a.rt;icles 
Collect tickets at school activities 
Administer placement tests 
Take correspondence courses 
Write professional ~rticles 
Administer counseling tests 
Conduct home. visits 
Drive a school bus 









































aNumber responding multiplied by weighted factor (0-5) which indicated 











































TOP AND BOTroM DECILE - - TOI'.AL RELATIVE TilVIE 
REPORTED SPENT ON EACH TASK IN GROUP N 
Duty-Task 
Present lessons with a cha.i:icboard 
Give students assistance in laboratory 
Supervise ·student laboratory work 
Give ·lectures 
Administer written tests 
Present principles thrQugh demonstration 
Determine final gr-ades . 
Grade written tests 
F.ri.lploy oral questioning 
Work problems before class · 
Prepare lecture outlines. 
Select course content 
Organize lesson plans 
Select student projects 
Advise ·students about emplo~nt 
Maintain an instructional materials file · 
Present lessons through problem solving 
Advise students about further education 
Set up demonstrations 
Write course objectives 
Collect fees 
Set student selection criteria 
Teach extension classes 
Select classrooms 
Conduct occupational needs surveys 
Collect tickets at school activities 
Maintain financial records 
ijandle petty cash. 
Evaluate student selection data 
Present lessons using video tape 
Conduct research 
Participate in research studies 
Write technical.journal articles 
Administer placement tests 
Conduct home visits 
Take corresp0ndence courses 
Write professional articles 
Administer counseling tests 
Drive a school bus · 











































~er responding multiplied by weighted factor (0-5) which indicated· 
amount of time spent performing each task. 
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TABLE XVI 
'!DP AND BOI'IDM DECILE - - PRODUCTS OF THE NUMBER OF AFFIRMATIVE 









































ON THE TASK·IN GROUPS I, II,, III, AND·N 
Duty-Task· 
Present lessons with a chalkboard 
Give lectures 
Determine final gi?ades 
Give students assistance in laboratory: 
Prepare lect.ure outlines 
Grade.written tests 
Organize lesson plans. 
Administer written tests 
Write student handout ~eets 
Supervise student laboratory work 
Select student projects. 
Select c9urse content 
Work problems before class. 
Present 'principles by demonstration 
Present lessons through problem solving 
Attend faculty meetings 
Direct student, skill practiqe 
Maintain an instructiona.:i materials file 
Aqvise students about en:ployment 
Err:ploy .oral questioning 
Adapt occupational surveys to locai needs 
Write proposals.for funding 
Present lessons using video tape 
Select students for the progria.m 
Collect money for.charities 
Conduct occupational needs surveys 
Handle petty cash 
Collect tickets at school activities 
Set stuqent selection criteria 
Maintain financial .records. 
Teach extension classes 
Evaluate student selection data 
Write professional art.icles 
Write technical journal articles. 
Administer placement tests 
Take co:rrespondence courses 
Administer counseling test 
Conduct home visits 
Sell activities tickets 
Drive a school bus 










































'IDP AND BOITOMDECIIB - ,... PRODUCTS OF THE NUMBER OF 
AFFIRMATIVE RESPONDENTS AND THE.TOrAL RELATIVE 
TIME SPENT ON THE TASK IN GROUP I 
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Give students assistance in: laboratory 
Present lessons with a chalkboard 
Prepare lecture.outlines 
Give lectures. 
Supervise student laboratory work 
Present principles by derr:onstration 
Organize lesson plans 
Select student. projects 
Direct student skill practice 
Work problems before class 
Determine final grades 
Write student handout sheets 
Administer.written tests 
Present lessons through problem solving 
Attend faculty :trEetings i 
Maintain an instructional materials file 
Read text .. books 
Give horrEwork assignments 
Employ oral .. questioning 
Set up demonstrations 
Conduct occupational.needs surveys. 
Present lessons.using videotape 
Select students. for. the . program 
Adapt occupational .. surveys to local needs 
Teach extension classes 
Conductdrop,,,.outstudies 
Collect tickets at school activities 
Handle petty. cash ..... 
Write professional-articles 
Evaluate student.selectiondata 
Prepare news releases 
Maintain financial records 
Write technical journal .. articles. 
Set student selection criteria 
Administer counseling tests. 
Talce.correspondence.courses 
Sell activities. tickets. 
Administer.placement.tests 
Conduct home.visits 
Drive a. school .. bus 










































TOP AND BOITOM DECILE - - PRODUCTS .. OF THE NUMBER OF 
AFFIRMATIVE RESPONDENTS AND THE TOTAL RELATIVE 
TIME SPENT ON THE TASK IN GROUP II 
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Give students assistance.inlaboratory 
Prepare lecture outlines 
Give lectures 
Organize.lesson plans 
Determine __ final __ grades 
Grade writt~n.tests 
Write student handout sheets 
Supervise student .. laboratory work 
Read text books 
Select course content 
Grade student projects 
Formulate .. :multiple __ choice. questions 
Employ oral.questioning. 
Advise students.about employment 




Write course ,objectives. 
Write lesson objectives 
Collect fees 
Handle petty,.cash:. 
Collect money:. for, charities. 
Maintain .. financial records 
Write proposals.for.funding 
Set student. selection.criteria 
Conduct.occupational.heeds surveys 
Administer: .. placement tests 
Collect tickets at.school activities 
Select students. for the program ... 
Present lessons using __ video .. tape. 
Evaluate __ student. selection_ data 
Teach .. extension. classes. 
Conduct home. visits ... 
Write. professionaL articles 
Sell activities.tickets. 
Administer,_counseling .. test._ 
Write. technical. journal .. articles 
Drive.a school bus 
Truce correspondence courses. 


















































































TOP AND BOTTOM DECILE - - PRODUCTS OF THE NUMBER OF 
AFFIRMATIVE RESPONDENTS AND THE TOTAL RELATIVE 
TIME SPENT ON THE.TASK IN GROUP III 
Duty-Task 
Determine final.· grades 
Present lessons with a chalkboard 
Grade written tests 
Write student handout sheets 
Give lectures 
Organize lesson plans 
Administer written tests 
Grade student class performance 
Attend faculty meetings 
Advise students about errployment 
Read technical journals 
Maintain attendance records 
Select student projects 
Present lessons through problem solving 
Select course content 
Read professional journals 
Prepare lecture outlines 
Read text books 
Maintain an instructional materials.file 
Attend professional meetings 
Select laboratory p (shop). space 
Select students for the program. 
Conduct research 
Write proposals for funding 
Handle petty cash 
Formulate case-study problems 
Collect tickets at school activities 
Set student selection criteria 
Maintain financial records 
Collect money for charities 
Take correspondence courses 
Evaluate student selection data 
Write technicaLj.ournal articles 
Teach extension classes 
Administer placement tests 
Write professional articles 
Administer counseling tests 
Conduct home visits 
Sell activities.tickets 
Drive a school bus 






















































































AFFIRMATIVE RESPONDENTS AND THE TOI'AL RELATIVE 
TIME SPENT ON. THE TASK IN GROUP. IV 
Duty-Task 
Give lectures 
Give students assistance in laboratory 
Present lessons with a.chalkboard 
Administer written.tests 
Supervise student laboratory work 
Present principles by demonstration 
Determine final grades 
Grade.written tests 
Prepare lecture outlines 
Select course content 
Work problems before_ class 
Organize lesson plans 
Employ oral questioning 
Select student projects 
Advise . students·. about· employment 
Maintain an instructional materials file 
Present lessons through problem solving 
Advise students . about .. further education 
Write course objectives 
Set up demonstrations 
Conduc~ occupational needs surveys 
Collect fees 
Set student selection criteria 
Select laboratory (shop) space 
Select classrooms 
Collect tickets at.school.activities 
Maintain financial records 
Evaluate student .selection data .. 
Present lessons using video tape 
Conduct research. 
Handle petty cash 
Participate. in research. studies 
Administer placement_.tests . 
Conduct. home. visits_... . .... 
Write technical-Journal articles. 
Take correspondence courses 
Write professional.articles 
Administer counseling tests 
Drive a school bus 
Sell activities tickets 



















































































TOP AND BOITOM DECILE - - REPORIBD MEAN RELATIVE 
TIME SPENT PERFORMING EACH TASK IN 
GROUPS I; II, III, AND IV 
Duty-Task 
Supervise student laboratory work 
Present lessons with a chalkboarQ. 
Give students assistance in laboratory 
Direct student skill practice 
Direct student project work: 
Determine final grades .. 
Give lectures 
Grade· students. class performance 
Grade written tests 
Present principles.bydemonstration 
Grade student projects 
Organize lesson plans 
. Prepare lecture outlines 
Present lessons through problem solving 
Select student projects. 
Errploy oraLquestioning. 
Work problems before class 
Select course.content 
Demonstrate manipulative skills 
.. Administer written. test .. 
_Conciuct drop-out studies 
Administer placement.tests 
Operate . a mimeograph. machine 
Provide.disciplinary action 
Conduct research 
Teach extension classes .. 
Write proposals.for funding. 
Write professional,articles 
Collect tickets at school activities 
Handle petty cash 
Prepare news releases .. 
Prepare travel claims. 
Collect money for charities 
Write technical journal .. articles 
Talce correspondence courses 
Conduct home .. visits .. 
Administer counseling .. tests 
Drive a . school bus . 
Assist students . in getting .. financial aids 




















































































TOP AND BOITQVI DECILE - - REPORIBD MEAN RELATIVE 
TIME SPENT PERFORMING EACH TASK IN GROUP I 
Duty-Task 
Give students.assistance in +aboratory 
Supervise student laboratory .. work 
Present lessons with a chalkboard 
Direct student skill practice 
Present principles by demonstration 
Prepare lecture outlines 
Give lectures 
Organize lesson plans. 
Direct student project work 
Present lessons through problem solving 
Determine final gr>ades 
Select student projects 
Grade students class performance 
Read text books 
Select course content 
Grade student projects 
Demonstrate manipulative skills 
Employ oral questioning. 
Work problems before class 
Set up demonstrations . 
. Select .laboratory. (shop). space 
Rate other teachers 
Maintain placement records 
Conduct occupational needs surveys 
Adrilinister counseling tests 
Provide disciplinary action 
Write proposals for fUnding 
Present lessons using video tape 
Evaluate student selection data 
Write professional articles 
Teach extension classes 
Prepare news releases 
Write technical jQurnal articles 
Take correspondence courses 
Maintain financial records 
Handle petty cash 
Sell activities tickets 
Drive a school bus 
Conduct home visits 





















































































TOP AND BO'ITOM DECILE - - REPORIED MEAN.RELATIVE 
TIME SPENT PERFORMING EACH TASK IN GROUP II 
Duty-Task 
Give students assistance.mlaboratory 
Detenirl.rie final grades · · 
Grade written tests 
Supervise student laboratory work 
Give lectures 
Direct student skill.practice 
Direct student project work 
Organize lesson plans 
Prepare lecture outlin~s ... 
Write student handout. sheets .. 
Administer written tests 
Grade students class performance 
Select course content 
Grade student projects. 
Present principlesby.demonstration 
Maintain an instructional.materials file 
Employ oral questioning .... 
Advise students about·employrnent 
Demonstrate manipulative.skills 
Work problems before class 
Adrnini_ster _pJAc.eme.n.t. __ te..s.ts 
Write technical journal articles. 
Collect money for charities 
Present lessons using video tape 
Evaluate student selection data 
Prepare news releases 
Set student select.ion criteria 
Conduct occupational.needs surveys 
Select laboratory. (shop) space 
Collect tickets at school activities 
Handle petty cash 
Conduct home .. visits 
Write professional articles 
Write proposals.for.funding 
Administer counseling.tests. 
Take correspondence courses 
Teach extension.classes 
Drive a school. bus 
Write technical .. journal articles 









































8Total relative time divided by responses. 
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TABIE XXIV 









































TIME SPENT PERFORMING EACH TASK IN GROUP III. 
Grade stuqen~s ... cl~ss performance 
Grade written tests .. 
Determine finalgrades 
Maintain attendance records 
Select student.projects. 
Present lessons.with a chalkboard 
Write student. handout she.et.s. 
Present lessons. through: problem solving 
Give lectures. 
Select course content 
Prepare lecture outlines 
Organize lesson.plans 
Administer written test 
Read text books 
Attend facul~y.meetings 
Advise students about enp1oyment 
Read technical j oumals .. 
Maintain an· instructional materials file 
Write course objectives 
Advise students with schoJ.as.tic ... problems. 
-· . ~roviq~ q~~-qi..P..=!:~·:. aq.~ion 




Coordinate a cooperative work program 
Collect money.for charities 
Conduct home.visits 
Select laboratory. (shop) space 
Write proposals .. for funding 
Collect.fees 
Handle petty cash . 
Prepare news releases 
Administer counseling. tests 
Take correspondence courses 
Formulate case~study problems 
Drive a school. bus. 
Conduct research ... 
Collect tickets. at school activities 
Sell activities. ti.ckets 



















































































TOP AND BOTIDM DECILE .,.. - REPORI'ED JYJE'.AbL RELATIVE 
TTIVIE SPENT PERFORMING EACH TASK IN·GROUP IV 
Duty-Task 
Present 1es.sonsc. :with. a. chalkboard · 
Give students assistance. in laboratory. 
Supervise ·student ... laboratory work 
Present principles by demonstration 
Give lectures 
Detennine final. grades. 
~loy oral questioning 
Grade written tests .. 
Administer written tests 
Work problems before class 
Select student projects 
Prepare lecture outlines 
Select course .. content 
Advise students.about employment 
Organize lesson plans. 
Set up demonstrations .. 
Maintain an instructional materials. file 
Present lessons through. problem solving 
Visit with other.teachers 
Direct student skilLpractice 
Collect tickets.atschoolactivities 
Collect fees 




Evaluate student selection criteria 
Participate in research studies 
Write professional.articles 
Teach extension classes 
Conduct occupational. needs. surveys 
Present lessons using.video tape 
Conduct research. . 
Write technical journal .articles 
Take correspondence courses 
Administer placement.. tests 
Conduct home visits 
Drive a school bus . 
Sell activities tickets 














































KENDALL COEFFICIENT OF CONCORDANCE 
·' Concordance Chi Square I.D. Number 
1.000000 398.00000 25 
0.958278 381.39429 31 
0.9452·61 376.21387 136 
0.920002 366.16064 153 
0.900455 358.38086 108 
0.894843 356.14746 110 
0.892503 355.21606. 79 
0.888724 353.71191 150 
0.887966 353.41040 157 
0.887767 353.33105 164 
0.886627 352.87744 154 
0.886193 352.70483 131 
0.883668 351.69995 134 
0.883330 351.56519 95 
0.879132 349.89453 138 
0.878758 349.74585 118 
0.878518 349.65015 75 
0.877787 349.35938 165 
0.877293 349.16235 59 
0.871704 346.93799 48 
0.869328 345.99243 37 
0.868092 345.50049 71 
0.867476 345.25562 97 
o.864987 344.26465 8 
0.862156 343.13818 26 
0.858781 341.79492 24 
0.856748 340.98560 137 
0.856529 340.89844 170 
0.854776 340.20093 116 
0.852992 339.49097 51 
0.852628 339.34595 28 
0.850160 338.36377 22 
0.849998 338.29907 30 
0.849656 338.16309 29 
o.848461 337.68750 27 
o.847280 337.21753 14 
o.847163 337.17090 168 
o.847130 337.15747 87 
o.846501 336.90723 119 
o.845185 336. 38354· 125 
o.842005 335.11792 6 
0.841652 334.97729 156 









































































































































































































































KENDALL COEFFICIENT OF CONCORDANCE 
























































KENDALL COEFFICIENT· OF CONCORDANCE . 
FOR GROUP II RESPONDENTS 
Concordance Chi Square I.D. Number 
0.945261 376.21387 136 
0.900455 358.38086 108 
o.887767 353.33105 164 
0.877293 349.16235 59 
0.869328 345.99243 37 
0.862156 343.13818 26 
0.854776 340.20093 116 
o.849998 338.29907 30 
o.847163 337,17090 168 
0.847130 337.15747 87 
o.841652 334.97729 156 
0.836781 333.03857 91 
0.834231 332.02393 132 
0.834132 331.98438 148 
0.833504 331.73462 96 
0.833465 331.71875 17 
0.828841 329.87842 101 
0.828333 329.67651 23 
0.821413 326.92212 67 
0.814774 324.28003 144 
0.813848 323.91162 140 
0.806641 321.04297 152 
0.801183 318.87061 38 
0.782849 311.57373 49 
0.780596 310.67700 124 
0.775378 308.60034 12 
0.768656 305,92480 128 

































KENDALL COEFFICIENT OF CONCORDANCE 




























































































KENDALL COEFFICIENT OF CONCORDANCE 

























































1Richard W. Tinnell, "A Task,.Inventory of Technical Teachers in 
Oklahoma" (Unpub. Ed.D. Dissertation, Oklahoma State University, 1975), 
pp. 46-66. 
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CHAPTER V · 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The hypothesis of this study, as stated in Chapter I, was: There 
is no si~ficant difference in the results of data obtained by the task, 
inventory administered to the same technical-occupation instructors 
under varying occupational err:phasis at different times during the aca-
demic yearo In addition to this hypothesis, three assurr.ptions were 
made: 
A. Instructor tasks vary from time to time through a semester 
(term). For exan:ple, at the beginning of a semester course 
planning is :irr.portant: . later executing of instruction over-
shadows planning; and near the end, student evaluation becomes 
the main focus. 
B. CUITent activities at any given time tend to dominat.e an in-
structor's ~iate perception of his or her job. An instruc-
tor tends to place relatively more importance on the task at 
hand than on those of the past or future. 
C. Instructors will respond to a task :invent9ry :in a manner which 
reflects their immediate perception of their job. Their re-
sponses will be given in light of the way they see their job at 
the time the questionnaire is corrpleted. 
Interest in the above hypothesis was created by the necessity for 
using technical-occupation-faculty-prepared data in the corr:pletion of 
70 
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forms used in requesting local, state, and federal approval and assist-
ance and a need to determine how the faculty view the requirement of 
having to supply data: (1) Is it soIIEthing to be ignored? (2) Is it 
soIIEthing to be viewed as a necessary nuisance? or (3) Is the response 
determined by the time of year the data was requested? 
A review of the literature revealed that very little attention has 
been given to determine the best t:ime to request information which would 
be valid. Br>zezinski1 in her study was concerned with irrproving ques-
tionnaire techniques by studying such items as: (1) length of question-
naire, (2) number of questions, (3) lack of anonymity, and (4) develop-
ment of questions that would have the same meaning to all respondents. 
The difficulty of marking the questionnaire was viewed by Rumrne112 as 
having an effect on its validity. Several of the earlier studies par-
tially looked at the effect of the t:ime period on a questionnaire's va-
lidity: Byers3 to avoiding holidays, Schaefer4 to avoiding stressful 
peri.ods,, and Topping to the selection of the best t:ime period during the 
semester. 
The present study was :interested in finding the best time period 
for securing valid data from technical-occupation instructors. Two 
identical questionnaires were mailed to 139 instructors at 18 post-sec-
ondary institutions in Oklahoma. The 139 potential respondents were 
those instructors who had returned the Tinnell instrument in October 
(139 of 171 from 23 institutions). The 139 questionnaires were mailed 
in either November (Group I),, January (Group II),, February (Group III), 
or April (Group IV). The four time periods reflect different job empha-
sis periods: beginning of a. seIIEster (January),, middle. of a semester 
(February) , and the end of the semester (November and April) . 
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All of these results from the 115 who responded were compared to the 
Tinnell. tim~ period (Octooer, middle of semester). 
Although the questionnaire contains many interesting items, how 
each instructor viewed each duty-task presenteq in the task inventory 
is of no major interest to. this study. The major emphasis was the con-
sistency - - not the manner of answereing - - with:which an instructor 
responded to the Tinnell study and the c~ent study. 
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TABLE XXXI 
TOP DECIIE - - NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS WHO REPORTED PERFORMING .EACH , 





Study Comp. I II III N 
I ... 5 Mainta.:ln.an instructional materials 
file·. x x x x 
I-13 Organize lesson plans x x x x x x 
I-15 Prepare lecture outlines x x x x x x 
I-16 Select course content x x x x x x 
I-17 Select student projects x x x X. 
I-21 Set up demonstrations x x 
I-23 Write course objectives x x x 
I-25 Write lesson objectives x x 
I•26 Write student handout sheets x x x x x x 
II-8 Err.ploy oral questioning x 
II-11 Give students a~sistance in laboratory x x x x 
II-14 Present lessons through problem 
solving x x x x x x 
II-9 Give homework assignments x x 
II-10 Give lectures x x x x x x 
II-22 Present lessons.w1.th ,a chalkboard x x x x 
II-25 Present principles by demonstration x x x 
II-26 Supervise student laboratory work x x 
II-30 Work problems before class x x x x 
III-1 Administer written tests x x x x x 
III-6 Determine final grades x x x x x 
III-9 Formulate completion test questions x 
III-12 Formulate nultip1e choice questions x 
III-17 Grade student projects x 
III-18 Grade written tests x 
III-19 Grade students class performance x x x x x 
N-2 Attend faculty meetings x x x x x 
N-8 Maintain attendance records x x 
VI-3 Advise students about employment x x x 
VI-4 .Advise students about further 
education x 
VI-6 .Advise students w1.th scholastic 
problems x x 
VII-2 Attend professional me~tings x x x x x x 
VII-4 Participate in professional 
organizations x 
VII-8 Read professional journals x x x x x 
VII-9 Read text books x x x 
VII-10 Read technical journals . x x 
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TABLE XXXII 
BCYI'IDM DECILE - - NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS WHO REPORTED PERFORMJNG EACH 





Study Conp. I II III N 
II-1 Coordinate·a cooperative work program x x 
II-21 Present lessons using video tape x x x x 
II-29 Teach extension classes x x x x x 
III-5 Conduct drop-out studies x 
III-8 Formulate case-study problems x 
III-25 Rate other teachers x 
N-3 Collect fees x x x 
N-5 Handle petty cash x x x x 
N-10 Maintain financial records x x x x x x 
V-1 Administer laboratory clean-up x 
V-7 Manage a tool room x 
V-17 Select classrooms x 
V-19 Select laboratory (shop) space x x x x 
VI-1 Administer counseling tests x x x x x 
VI-2 Administer placement tests x x x x x x 
VI-11 Conduct home visits · x x x x x x 
VI-13 Evaluate student selection data x x x x x x 
VI-18 Select students for the program x x x x x 
VI-19 Set student selection criteria x x x x x x 
VII-3 Conduct research x 
VII-5 Participate in research studies x 
VII-13 Take co:rTespondence courses x x x x x x 
VII-17 Write professional articles x x x x x x 
VII-18 Write technical.journal articles x x x x x x 
VIII-1 Adapt occupational surveys to local x x x 
needs 
VIII-2 Analyze occupational clusters x 
VIII-4 Conduct occupatior:ial needs surveys x x x 
VIII-20 Write proposals for funding x x x 
IX-5 Collect money for charities x x x 
IX-6 Collect tickets at school activities x x x x x 
IX-7 Drive a school bus x x x x x x 
IX-9 Prepare news releases x 
IX-10 Sell activities tickets x x x x x x 
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TABLE XXXIII 
TOP DECILE - - TOTAL RELATIVE Tnv.IES REPORI'ED SPENT ON EACH TASK · 





Study Corrp • I II III N 
I-5 Maintain an instructional·. materials x x x x x 
file 
I-13 Organize lessons plans x x x x x x 
I-15 Prepare.lecture outlines x x x x x x 
I-16 Select course content x x x x x x 
I-17 Select student projects x x x x x 
I-21 Set up demonstrations x x 
I-23 Write course objectives x 
I~26 Write student haridout sheets· x x x x 
II-6 Direct student skill.practice x x x x 
II-8 Employ oral questioning x x x x x 
II-10 Give lectures x x X· x x x 
II-11 Give students assistance in x x x x 
laboratory 
II-14 Present lessons through problem x x x x x 
solving 
II-22 Present lessons with. a chalkboard .. x x x x x 
II-25 Present.principles.by.demonstration x x x. x x 
II-26 Supervise.student.laboratory work x x x x x 
II-30 Work problems_ before. class x x x x x 
III-1 Administer: written .. tests x x x x x. x 
III-6 Determine·. final. grades x x x x x ·. x 
III-12 Fornru.late. multiple ... choice. questions x 
III-17 Grade student ... projects. x x x 
III-18 .. Grade students.class performance x x x x x 
III-19 Grade.· written. tests .. x x x x x 
N-2 Attend f acUlty meetings x x 
N-8 Maintain .. attendance. records x 
VI-3 Advise.students-about employment x x x 
VI-4 Advise students about .furthe.r x 
education 
VI-6 Advise students with scholastic x 
problems 
VII-9 Read text .. books. x x x x 
VII-10 Read technical journals x 
VIII-8 Identify appropriate program content x 
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TABIE XXXIV 
IDTIDM DECILE - - TOI'.AL RELATIVE TIMES REPORIED SPENT ON EACH TASK 





Study Con:p. I II III IV 
II-21 Present lessons using video tape x x x x x 
II-29 Teach extension.classes_ x x x x x x 
III-5 Conduct drop..,.out studies x 
III-8 Formulate case-study problems x 
III-25 Rate other teachers x 
IV-3 Collect fees x x x 
IV-5 Handle petty cash x x x x x x 
IV-10 Maintain financial-records x x x x x x 
V-17 Select classrooms .. x 
V-19 Select lab.oratory (shop.) .. space x x x 
VI-1 Administer counseling:. tests . x x x x x x. 
VI-2 Administer placement tests x x x. x x x 
VI-11 Conduct horrevisits x x x x x x 
VI-13 Evaluate student selection data. x x x x x x 
VI-18 Select students for:the.program x x x 
VI-19 Set student.selection:criteria x x x x 
VII-3 Conduct research x x x 
VII-5 Participate in research studies x 
VII-13 Take correspondence courses .. x x x x x x 
VII-17 Write professionaL articles. . x x x x x X. 
VII-18 Write technical .. journal articles x x x x x x 
VIII-2 Analyze occupational.clusters x 
VIII..,.4 Conduct occupational.needs.surveys x x x 
VIII-20 Write proposals for funding x x x x x 
IX-5 Collect money for charities x x x 
IX-6 Collect tickets at school activities x x x x x x 
IX-7 Drive a school. bus x x x x x x 
IX-9 Prepare.news releases x x x x 



































'IDP DECILE OF THE-PRODUcr RANKINGS COMPARED WITH 







study __ Conp. I II III IV 
Maintain .arr.instructional materials x x x. x 
file 
Organize lessonplans .. ; ... x x x x x x 
Prepare·lecture-0utlines x x x x .X x 
Select-~ course ... content ... x x x x x 
Select student proj.ects x x x x x 
Set up demonstrations, x x x 
Write .course~ objectiv~s· x x 
Write lesson .. obj eeti ves c .. x 
Write student·.handou.t .. sheets: .. x x x x x 
Direct student : skilL.p$,ctice x x 
Employ ... oral .... questioning. " x x x x x 
Give homework.assignmerits .. x 
Give lectures~ x x x x x .. x 
Give students .. assistance in x x x x x 
laboratory .. 
Present lessons through problem x x x x x 
solving. ' 
Present lesson~, with.a chalkboard .. x. x x x x 
Present prineiple.s-by ... demonstration x x x 
Supervise .• student .. laboratory work x x x x X. 
Work problems ... b\efG>r..e.:: class .. x x x x .. x 
Administer·~ written •. tests .. x x. x ... x x x 
Determine' .. final. graaes ... x x x x X· x 
Formulate .. multiple .. choice. questions x 
Grade. student• proj .e~ts .. X. 
Grade .. students~-class ... perfonnance .. x .. 
Grade written,. tests,_ x x x x x 
Attend faculty. meetings ... x x x x 
Maintain .. attendance~.r.ecord~ . x X· 
Advise students about emp:J..oyment x ~ x x 
Advise students about further x 
.education. 
Attend.professionaLmeetings x 
Read.professionaLj0urnals x x x 
Read text books ... x x x x 


































BYITOMDECIIE OF THE PRODUCT·RANKmGS COIVIP.ARED 






Study Comp. I II III rv 
Present lessons using flip. charts x 
Present lessons using. video tape x x x x x 
Teach extension classes x x x x x 
Conduct drop.,.out studies __ x 
For.mulate.case.,.study.problems x 
Rate other.teaehers x 
Collect fees x x 
Handle petty cash x x x x x 
Maintain financial .. records x x x x x x 
Prepare travel claims x 
Select classrooms x 
Select laboratory (shop) space x x x 
Administer counseling. tests. x x x x x x 
Administer placement tests x x x x x x 
Advise students with personal x 
probO..ems 
Conduct home visits x x x x x x 
Evaluate student selection data x x x x x x 
Select students for the program x x x x x x 
Set student selection criteria x x x x x 
Conduct research x x 
Participate.in.research studies x 
Take correspondence.courses x x x x x x 
write professional articles x x x x x x 
Write technicaLjoumal art.icles x x x x x 
Adapt occupational surveys to local x x 
needs 
Conduct occupatiori.aLneeds . surveys x x x x 
Write proposals for funding x x x x 
Collect money for charities. x X. x 
Collect tickets at school activities x x x x x x 
Drive a school bus x x x x x x 
Prepare news releases x 


































TOP DECII.E OF THE MEAN RANKINGS COMPARED TO 






Study Corrp. I- II III N 
Maintain an instructional materials x x x 
file 
Organize: lesson plans x x x x x x 
Preparelecture_outlines x x x x x x 
Select . course .content· x x x x x x 
Select .student projects_ x x x x x 
Set up demonstrations .. x x 
Write course .objectives .. x 
Write student .handout:_.sheets. x x 
Demonstrate manipulative. skills x x x. x 
Direct student.skill practice x x x x x 
Direct student project.work x x x x 
Employ oral. questiqning . x x x_ x x 
Give lectures .. - x x x x x x 
Give students assi.stance .. in_ x x x x x 
laboratory 
Present lessons through problem x x x x x 
solving 
Present lessons.with.a.chalkboard x x x x x 
Present principles by .. demonstration x x x x 
Supervise student laboratory work x x x x x 
Work problems .. before. class x x x x x 
Administer written .. tests x x x x 
· Determine finaL grapes ... x x x x x x 
Grade lab.oratory. reports x 
Grade student .. projects .. x x x x 
Grade students class performance x x x x x 
Grade writtenc tests .. x x x x x 
Attend faculty meetings .. x 
Maintain.attendance.records x 
Advise. students~aboutemployment x x x 
Advise.students with scholastic x 
problems x 
Read text.books x x :x 
Read technical journals x 
Take correspondence courses x 
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TABLE XXXVIII 
BOTTOM DECILE OF THE MEAN RANKINGS COMPARED WITH 




Study Comp, I II III rv 
I-2 Identify library resources x 
I-3 Identify resource persons x 
I-10 Operate a mimeograph machine x x 
II-1 Coordinate a cooperative work program x 
II-21 Present lessons using video tape x x x 
II-29 Teach extension classes x x x x 
III-5 Conduct drop-out studies x 
III-8 Formulate case-study problems x 
III-25 Rate other teachers x 
TV-3 Collect fees x x x 
TV-5 Handle petty cash x x x x x 
TV-10 Maintain financial records x x 
TV-12 Maintain placement records x 
TV-18 Prepare recruiting materials x 
TV-19 Prepare travel claims x 
V-17 Select classrooms x 
V-18 Solicit contributions from industry x 
V-19 Select laboratory (shop) space x x x 
VI-1 Administer counseling tests x x x x x x 
VI-2 Administer placement tests x x x x x 
VI-.8 Assist students in getting financial x 
aids 
VI-11 Conduct home visits x x x x x x 
VI-13 Evaluate student selection data x x x x x 
VI-16 Provide disciplinary action x x x 
VI-18 Select students for the program x 
VI-19 Set student selection criteria x x 
VII-3 Conduct r~search x x x 
VII-5 Participate in research studies x 
VII-13 Take correspondence courses x x x x x x 
VII-14 Take short.courses x 
VII-17 Write professionalart1cles x x x x x x 
VII-18 Write technical journal articles x x x x x 
VIII-2 Analyze occupational clusters x x 
VIII-4 Conduct occupational needs surveys x x x x 
VIII-14 Read curriculum research reports x 
VIII-20 Write proposals for funding x x x x 
IX-5 Collect money for charities x x x x 
IX-6 Collect tickets at school activities x x x x x 
IX-7 Drive a school bus x x x x x x 
IX-9 Prepare news releases x x x x 
IX-10 Sell activities tickets x x x x x x 
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In Chapter N, twenty~six tables were developed to give an insight 
into the various.facets of this study. While this data is interesting, 
at the same time, it becomes very difficult to focus. the data and gain 
an overview. Tables XXVII through :XXXVIII summarize the data. Tables 
XXXI through XXXVIII give a comparison of the Tinnell study, a composite 
of this study.and the four occupational emphasis periods: November, 
January, February, and. April. Using those. duty-tasks in the top decile 
of the Tinnell study as a basis of c~arison, the following data was 
acquired for the number of respondents. In the top .decile,, Table XXXI, 
there was complete agreement (five of five) on six duty-tasks for 30 
percent and ne~ complete agreement (four of five) on six.duty-tasks 
for 30 percent or a combined total of 60 percent.,, In .the bottom decile, 
Table XXXII, there was complete agreement (five of five) on 10 duty-
tasks for 50 percent and.near complete agreement (four of five) on four 
duty-tasks for 20 percent. or a.combined total of 70 percent~ 
On total relative time jn the top decile, Table XXXIII, there was 
complete agreement (five of five) on six duty-tasks ~or 30 percent and 
near agreement (four of five) on 11 duty-tasks for 55 percent or a com-:-
bined total of 85 percent. In the bottom decile, Table XXJCN ,. there 
was complete agreement (five of five) on 13 duty-tasks for 65 percent 
and near complete agreement (four of five) on four duty-tasks for 15 
percent.or a combined total of .Bo percent. 
The top decile, Table x:t:X>l, of the products provided complete 
agreement (five of five) on five duty-tasks for 25 percent and near 
agreement (four of five) on 11 duty-tasks for 55 percent or a combined 
total of 80 percent. In the bottom decile, Table x:t:X>II, there was 
complete agreement (five of five) on 11 duty-tasks for 55 percent and 
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near complete agreement (four of five) on four duty-tasks for 20 percent 
or a combined total of .75 percent. 
In the bottom decile,, Table XXXVIII,, thel;"e was complete agreement 
(five of five) on eight duty-tasks for 40 percent and near complete 
agreement (four of five) on three duty-tasks for 15 percent or a coI!l'.-. 
bined total of 55 percent. 
In surmna.tion: 
Duty 
Number of Times Duty Appears 
I II III D! v VI VII VIII IX 
Top Decile 
Number of Respondents 9 9 6 2 0 3 5 0 0 
Total Relative Time 8 9 6 2 0 3 2 1 0 
Product 9 10 6 2 0 2 4 0 0 
Mean 8 11 6 2 0 2 2 0 1 
Bottom Decile 
Nurri:ler of Respondents 0 3 3 3 4 6 5 4 5 
Total Relative Xime 0 2 3 3 2 6 5 3 5 
Product 0 3 3 4 2 7 5 3 5 
Mean 3 3 3 6 3 8 6 4 5 
Nine duty categories were presented in the task inventory. For the 
purpose of this study three basic assumptions were made. These focused 
on the fact that the time period of job emphasis and its surrounding 
events would have a definite effect on the manner in which technical.,.. 
occupation instructors view the;ir various· tasks, 
Conclusions 
As indicated in the data presented in Chapters DJ and V and surmna.-
rized above,, these assumptions were not supported. The duty-task has 
more impact than the period of job emphasis, Note the consistency with 
which tasks are.reported~ For example: category I duties are.presented 
in the top decile at 9,, 8,, 9,, and 8. Similarly,, in the bottom decile of 
category I duties are O,, 0,, 0, and 3. The latter is the mean and as 
such reflects the extremes in range. 
In addition:. 
Top -Decile.Duty-Task Bottom Decile Duty-Task 
5 4 & 5 5 4 & 5 
Number of Responses 30% 60% 50% 70% 
Total Relative Time • 30% 85% 65% 80% 
Product 25% 80% 55% 75% 
Mean 25% 75% 40% 55% 
While Maureen Byers5 found that certa.lll time periods were to be 
avoided,, Lorents6 in his study which .was based on one semester,, found no 
difference existed between the beginning and middle of a semester. Th~ 
findings of this study concur with Lorents and expand his findings in 
that no difference occurs throughout the academic yea:r,, i.e.,, the be-
ginning,, the midd;J..e,, and the end of a.semester. Data of the same degree 
of consistency is obtainable thrQughout the academic yea:r. 
As indicated in the duty-task rankings and the high results on the 
Kendall Coefficient of Concordance,, a conclusion can.be drawn that there 
is no significant difference in the results of data obtained by a task 
inventory administered to the same technical-occupation instructors 
under varying occupational: emphasis at different times during the aca-
demic yearo Therefore 11 this study fails to reject the hypothesis. 
Data .of the same consistency is available at any time it is re-
trieved during the academic year. Job emphases periods such as enroll-
ment and early course planrting periods,, mid-semester and semester ex-
aminations,, periods of heavy involvement. in extra-curricular activities,, 
and holidays and vacation periods are not serious factors in data re-
trieval. The data on which this study is based proves that technical-
occupation faculty will give consistent data - - good or bad - - regard-
less of when the data is requested. 
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Current activities do not dominate an instructor's.immediate per-
ception of his or her job. The consistency of the data strongly indi-
cates that the retrieving of data - - good or bad - - is explained by 
individual differences·rather.than by current activities. 
Joben:phasis periods have no effect on data.retr:j.eved from post'."" 
secondary technical~occupation instructors in Oklahoma. Those devia-
tions. in the data are contributed to factors other than that of time 
periods. 
Finally, it should be observed that the reliability and validity 
of the instrument used to collect the data was assumed to be suffi-
ciently high as to make the results meaningful. 
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p •. 3. 
2J. F. Rummel,, An Introduction to Research Procedures in Education , 
(New York,, rg58),, p:E°7 ~ - - . 
3Maureen Byers,, Personal Communication, April 2, .1975. · 
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5Byers, Personal Communication. 
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PURPOSE OF THE INVENTORY 
THIS TASK. INVENTORY IS DESIGNED TO HELP IDENTIFY THE KINDS OF 
TASKS THAT OCCUPATIONAL TEACHERS DO ON THEIR JOBS AND THE RELATIVE 
TIME THEY SPEND DOlNG THEM. SUCH INFORMATION CAN BE VERY HELPFUL 
IN PLANNING TRULY RELEVANT TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS. 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
COMPLETING TIIE INVENTORY FORM IS VERY EASY AND IT REQUIRES LESS 
THAN ONE-HALF ·HOUR TO DO. FIRST FILL IN THE PROFESSIONAL INFORMATION 
REQUESTED ON PAGE TWO. THEN READ THE INSTRUCTIONS AND EXAMINE THE 
EXAMPLE ON PAGE THREE. THE INSTRUCTIONS WILL TElL YOU HOW TO PROCEED 
WITH THE REMAINDER OF THE INVENTORY. 





HOW MANY YEARS HAVE YOU TAUGHT IN YOUR PRESENT POSITION? 
HOW MANY TOTAL YEARS HAVE YOU TAUGllT? 
CHECK THE TYPE OF INSTITUTION THAT YOU WORK FOR: 
C0r+1UNITY-JUNIOR COLLEGE [J 
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL [] 
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE f_J 
4 YEAR COLLEGE (OR UNIV.) Cl 







WHAT OCCUPATIONAL SPECIAL TY DO YOU TEACll? 
! 
HOW MANY YEARS OF NON-TEACHING EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE HAVl YOU HAD IN YOUR 
SPECIALTY? -----···· _______ _ 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE TASK INVENTORY 
CAREFULLY READ EACH OF THE TASK STATEMENTS. AND PLACE A CHECK MARK (/) 
IN THE CuLUMN LABELED CHECKtOif EACH TASK WHICH YOU PERFORM ON YOUR 
PRESENT JOB. -. - . 
. AFTER CHECKING ALL THE TASKS WHICH YOU PERFORM, RATE ONLY THE TASKS 
YOU HAVE CHECKED BY PLACING A CHECK MARK (/) IN THE APPROPRIATE 
COLUMN LABELED TIME SPENT. 
TIME .SPENT MEANS THE RELATIVE TIME yoo··sPEND ON.JHE TASK YOU ARE 
RATING, COMPARED WITH THE TIME YOU SPEND ON EACH OF THE OTHER TASKS 
YOU DO. IT DOES NOT IMPLY THE IMPORTANCE OF THE TASK TO YOUR JOB. 
SOME VERY IMPORTANT TASKS TAKE LITTLE TIME WHILE SOME UNIMPORTANT 
ONES REQUIRE A LOT OF TIME. 
AT THE END OF ANY SECTION WRITE IN AND RATE ANY TASKS YOU DO WHICH 
ARE NOT LISTED. 
EJWl>LE: 
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION TASK INVENTORY 
Listed below is a duty and tasks.which it 
inchdes, ·check all tasks wh:l.ch you perform. 
Add any tasks you do which are npt lisLed~ Check 
then rate the tasks you have checked. 
·-·· DUTY-




1. Develop student safety procedures ~jfim~~j 
t--:-~--:-::-:-:-:-::-.. -:-::-:-:-::-e_r_::-:-:-::-e_s _________ -1!<~ 
4. Identify terminal evaluative criteria ~1Wt· 
.:::::::.:!:!:.:!: 
5. Maintain an instructional materials file::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;: 
r---------------------------------l!·:~·=·=·:::ili 
OTHER TASKS ilII 
/~·.· /.1 
Time Spent 
1. Very little 
2. Below average 
3. About average 
4. Above average 
5. Very much 
check cl) the 
appropriate column 




4 OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION TASK INVENTORY 
Listed below is a duty and tasks which it 
includes, check all tasks whkh you perform. 
Add any tasks you do which are not listed, 
then rate the tasks you have checked. 
- DUTY-
PREPARING FOR. INSTRUCTION 
TASKS 
1. Develop student safety procedures 
. 2. Identify library resources 
3. Identify resource persons 




5. Maintain an instructional materials ""I 6. Make mimeograph masters 
7. Make photo (thermo) copy masters 
8. Make spirit duplicator masters 
9. Make visual aids 
10. Operate a mimeograph machine 
11. Operate a photo. (thermo) copy machine 
12. Operate a spirit duplicator 
13. Organize lesson plans 
14. Plan field trips 
1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-'<~·~ 
i--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i'""{~: 
15. Prepare lecture outlines 
16. Select course content 
17. Select student projects 
18. Select text books 
19. Select training packages 












check (I) the 
appropriate column 
1 2 "I 4 1--2_ 
1~11·~11111 
ili\fllli 
Please rate by TIME SPENT rather than importance of task 
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION TASK INVENTORY· 
Li•ted below is a duty and tasks which it 
includes, check all tasks wh1.ch you perform. 
Add any tasks you do which are not listed, 
then rate the tasks you have checked. 
- DUTY-
PREPAlllNG FOR INSTRUCTION 
TASKS 
21. Set up ciemonatrations 
22. Set up laboratory·equipment 
23. Write course objectives 
24. Write laboratory exercises 
25. Write l~sson objectives 
26. Write student·handout sheets 
















check (I) the 
appropriate column 
Please rate by TIME S~ENT rather than importance of task 
5 
6 OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION. TASK INVENTORY 
Listed below is. ·a duty and tasks which it 
includes, check all tasks which you perform. 
Add any taakS you do which are not listed, 
then rate the taska you have checked. 
- DUTY-,-
EXECUTING INSTRUCTION 
1. Coordinate a cooperative work program 
2. Demonstrate manipulative skills 
3. Derive mathematical equations 
4. Direct group diacwisioos 
5. Direct progrllllllled instruction 
6. Direct student skill practice. 
7. Direct student project work 
8. Employ oral questioning 
9. Give homework assignments 
10. Give lectures 
11. G.ive students assistance in laboratory 
12. Implement rules of acceptable conduct 
13. Implement safety procedures 
14. Present lessons through problem solving 
15. Present lessons using" analogies 
16. Present lessons using audio tape 
17. Present lessons using filmstrips 
18. Present lessons using flip charts 
19. Present lessons using models 















check ( ./) the 
appropriate column 
Please rate by TIME SPENT rather than importance of task 
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OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION TASK INVENTORY 7 
Listed below is a duty and tasks which it 
includes, check all tasks wh:l.ch you perform. 
Add any tasks you do which are not listed, 




21. Present lessons using video tape 
22. :Present lessons with a chalkboard 
23. Present lessons with motion pictures 
24. Present lessons with overhead projector 
25. Present principles by demonstration 
26. Supervise student laboratory work 
27. Supervise field trips 
28. Teach evening classes 
29. Teach extension classes 





















Please rate by TIME SPENT rather than importance of task 
8 OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION TASK INVENTORY 
Listed bel~ i• a·-liuty" .and task.a .wl\ich it 
includes, check all tasks whi.ch you perform. 
Add any tasks you do which are not listed, Check 






1. Administer written tests ll~lllllllll~f 
2. Analyze tests for reliability 
3. Analyze tests for validity 
4, Check graduate performance w~th employe1 ~tlltl~ 
5. Conduct .drop-out studies 
6. Determine final grades 
7. Devise laboratory performance tests 
8. Formulate case-study problems 
9. Formulate completion test questions 
10. Formulate essay test questions 
11. ~ormulate matching test questions 
12. Formulate multiple choice questions 
13. Formulate tech~math problems 
14. Formulate true-false questions 
15. Grade homework assignments 
16. Grade laboratory reports 
17. Grade student projects 
18. Grade students class performance 
19. Grade written tests 
20. Have advisory coD111ittel! evaluate courses ltII~ 
Time Spent 
1. Very little 
2. Below average 
3. About average 
4, Above. average 
5. Very much 
check (I) the 
appropriate column 
Please rate by TIME SPENT rather than importance of task 
97" 
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION TASK INVENTORY 
Ll•ted below is a duty and taska which it 
:Includes, check all tasks which you perform. 
Add any tasks you do which are not listed. Check 
then rate the taska you have checked. 
-DUTY-
EVALUATING INSTRUCTION If 
Don:e 
TASKS •• 21. Have students evaluate cour•e content ~ .... : 
22. Have students evaluate teacher -~~~~== •·=·: • ··=""··= =·
23. Obtain progr- evaluation from graduates 
24. Prepare progress charts 
25. Bate oth•r teachers 
26. Serve QD self-study committee• 
27. Use a self-eviµ.uation form 
28. Write lesson objectives 
29. Write a~udent evaluation criteria 
OTHER, TASKS 
Tille Spent 
1. Very little 
2. Below average 
3. About average 
4. Above average 
S. Very much 
check (I) the 
appropriate column 
Please rate by TIME SPENT rather than importance of task 
9 
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10 OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION TASK INVENfORY 
Listed below is a duty and tasks which:it 
includes, check. all tasks whkh you perform. 
Add any tasks you do which are not listed, 
then rate the tasks you have checked. 
- DUTY-
ADMINISTERING INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES 
1. Assign students to classes 
2. Attend faculty meetings 
3; Collect fees 
4. Coordinate teaching in sever~l programs 
5. Handle petty cash 
6. Identify prospective teachers. 
7. Interview prospective employees 
8. Maintain attendance records 
9. Maintain counseling records . 
10. Maintain financial records 
11. Maintain foll~w-up records 
12. Maintain placement records 





..... ____________________ i;.;,;Mili~11 
1---------------------1 
14. Make teaching assignments 
15. Plan the budget 


















17. Prepare promotional brochures 
18. Prepare recruiting materials 
19. Prepare travel claims 
20. Recruit new students 
Please rate by TIME SPENT rather than importance of task 
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION TASK INVENTORY 
Li•ted below i• a duty and tast. which it 
:Includes, check all tast. wh'.ch you perform. 
Add any tasks you do.which are not listed, Check 
then rate tba ta•k8 you have checked. 
' -DUTY-




21. Specify teacher qualifications ~~;;~;~ 
22. Supervise other teachers 
OTHER TASKS 
Time Spent 
1. Very little 
2. Below average 
3. About average 
4. Above average 
S. Very much 
check (I) the 
appropriate column 




12 OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION TASK INVENTORY 
Liated below is a duty and tasks which it 
includes, check all tasks wh:f.ch you perform. 
Add any tasks you do which are not listed, 
then rate the tasks you have checked. 
- DUTY-






Administer laboratory clean-up ll~l~l~l~ll~ 1. 
2. Arrange for equipment storage 
3. Conduct the inventory 
4. Control en"t!halllllent .(light~. heat .• etc.)· 
5. Evaluate.available facilities 
6. Maintain equipment 
7. Manage a tool room 
8. Order instructional supplies 
9. Order laboratory equipment 
10. Plan long range·.equipment needs 
u. Prepare equipment budgets 
12. Recommend library purchases 
13. Repair damaged equipment 
14. Review building construction plans 
15. Schedule student laboratory time 
16. Select audio-visual equipment 
17. Select classrooms 
18. Solicit contributions from industry 
19. Select laboratory (shop) space 
















Please rate by TIME SPENT rather than importance of task 
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION TASK INVENTORY 
Li•ted below 18 a duty and tasks which it 
includes, check all tasks which you perform. 
Add any tasks you do which are not listed, Check 
then rate the ta•ks you have checked. 
-DUTY-




1. Very little 
2. Below average 
3. About average 
4. .Above ayerage 
S. Very much 
check ( {) the 
appropriate column 
Please rate by TIME SPENT rather than importance of task 
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13 
14 OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION TASK INVENTORY 
Listed below is a duty and tasks which it 
includes, check all tasks whJ.ch you perform. 
Add any tasks you do which are not listed, 
then rate the tasks you have checked. 
-DUTY-
PROVIDING STUDENT SERVICES 
TASKS 
l. Administer counseling tests 
2. Administer placement tests 
3. Advise students about employment 
4. Advise students about further education 




6. Advise students with scholastic problems ~~~mr t 
7. Assess student academic ability 
Assist students in getting financialal.ds @ll1~1 
•················· 
8. 
9. Conduct counseling sessions . 
10. Conduct a graduiite follow-up program 
11. Conduct home visits 
12. Contact prospective employers 
13. Evaluate student selection data 
14. Interview prospective students 
15. Place graduates with ,employers 
16. Provide disciplinary action 
17. Provide placement services 
18. Select students for the program 
19. Set student selection criteria 












check ( /) the 
appropriate column 
1 2 "'I 4 i; 
iilil 
Please rate by TIME SPENT rather than importance of task 
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION TASK INVENTORY 
Liated below ia a duty and taaka which it 
:lncludea, check all taaka which you perform. 
Add any tasks you do which are not liated, 
then rate the ta•k• you have checked. 
- DUTY-















check (I) the 
appropriate column 
Pleaae rate by TIME. SPENT rather than importance of task 
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15 
16 OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION TASK INVENTORY 
Listed below is a duty and tasks which it 
includes, check all tasks wh:l.ch you perform. 
Add any tasks you do which are not listed, 
then rate the tasks you have checked. 
- DUTY-





1. Assist new teachers lllfllllll 
2. 'Attend professional meetings 
3. Conduct research 
4. Participate in professional organizat:fals lIJ] 
5. Participate in research studies 
6. Participate in seminars 
7. Practice new specialty skills 
i--:-~---:-:-:-:--:-:-:-:-e:-:-:-~-n_a_1 __ j_o_u_r_n_a_1_s ____________ -""~:~; 
10. Read technical journals 
11. , Serve as an officer of an organization tIIIl 
1-12 __ • __ T_a_k_e __ c_o_1_1_e_g_e __ co_u_r_s_e_s __________________ -1:tf~Jili 
~~~~m~m~m~~i 13. Take correspondence courses 
14. Take short courses 
15. Visit other schools' 
16. Work in industry 












check (I) the 
appropriate column 
Please rate by TIME SPENT rather than importance of task 
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OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION TASK INVENTORY 17 
Listed below is a duty and tasks which it 
includes, check all tasks which you perform. 
Add any tasks you do which are not listed, 
then rate the tasks you have checked. 
- DUTY-















check ( ./) the 
appropriate column 





Please rate by TIME SPENT rather than importance of task 
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18 OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION TASK INVENTORY 
Listed below is a duty and tasks which it 
includes, check all tasks wh:f.ch you perform. 
Add any tasks you do which are not listed, 
then rate the tasks you have checked. 
- DUTV-





i---------TASKS ................. . 
1. Adapt occupational surveys to local needs j~@~111 
2. Analyze occupational clusters ~j~fl{\ 
3. Assess relevancy of program offerings l\f~l~~ 
4. Conduct occupational needs surveys t~Itl 
5. Deterain~ staff and faculty requirements@f@f 
·················· 
6. Eatablish program goals ~tIII 
7. Examine curricula of other schools ;~ftti~ 
8. Identify appropriate program content ll~~lf 
9. Identify entry level skills 11tf~~ 
10. Make job analyses ]tiI 
11. Meet with advisory committees ltII 
12. Organize advisory commit tees I~§ 
13. Plan advisory committee meetings %111 
14. Read curriculum research reports ;;tf;:j;j;~: 
:=:::::::;:::::::: 
15. Read vocational education needs surveys llII 
16. Select programs to be offered ltI@ 
17. Sequence courses within the program ~111} 
Time Spent 
1. Very little 
2. Below average 
3. About average 
4. Above average 
5. Very much 
check (I) the 
appropriate column 
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18. Serve on a curriculum committee \~?filJ~ 
::: ::::: :::::,:·~::,:::,.. II 111111~1 
Please rate by TIME SPENT rather than importance of task 
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION TASK INVENTORY 
Listed below is a duty and tasks which it 
includes, check all tasks wh:l.ch you perform. 
Add any tasks you do which are not listed, 
then rate the tasks you have checked. 
- DUTY-
















check (I} the 
appropriate column 
Please rate by TIME SPENT rather than importance of task 
19 
20 OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION TASK INVENTORY 
Listed below ia a duty .and tasks which it 
includes, ch•ct.&l.l tasks which you perform~ 
Add any tasks.you do which are not listed, 
then rate the tasks you have checked. 
- DUTY-





~~m~~~~~~ 1. Assist with institutional maintenance 
2. ~ttend civic club meetings 
3. Attend school related social functions 
i_;:-:-~;;..· o;;..;1;;.::..;:.:~..:.t_n_~-:;;..:;;..y;..en..:.f.::-r-8..:.::-:-:-:-:-:-:-:---=~---!;;;l;:;;;;;I 
6. Collect tickets at school activities 
7. Drive a school bus 
8. Participate in community activities 
9. Prepare news releases 
10. Sell activities t~ckets 
11. Serve on committees 
12. Sponsor student clubs 
13. Visit with other teachers 














check (I) the 
appropriate column 
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National Center for Higher E.dµcation Management Systems 
WESTERN INTERSTATE COMMjSSION FOR HIGHER EDUCATION 
P:O. Drawer P Boulder. Colorado f30302 (303) 449-3333 
an equa I opportunity employer 
April 2, 1975, 
Dr. J, D. Wi1hoit 
Chairman . 
Division of Technology 
Northeastern Oklahoma A & M College 
Miami, OK 74354 
RE: TIMING OF MAIL 'QUESTIONNAIRES 
Dear Or. Wilhoit: 
NCHEMS has developed questionnaires in two areas: (a) to 
survey faculty activities and (b) to survey instructional 
outcomes of students who complete their program of study. 
I am enclosing some material that addresses the question 
"When is the appropriate time to administer a faculty 
questionnaire?" NCHEMS has not examined the similar 
questions for students although we reco11111end that the 
student questionnaire be administered approximately six 
weeks before the student leaves the institution. 
For further infonnation regarding the appropriate time to 
administer student questionnaires, you might contact: 
Dr. Alexander Astin 
Graduate School of Education 
320 Moore Hall 
University of California 
Los Angeles, CA 90024 
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ll/i11ais Community College Board 
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·National Center for Higher Education Management Systems 
WESTERN INTERSTATE COMMISSION FOR HIGHER EDUCATION 
P.O. Drawer P Boulder, Colorado 80302 (303) 449-3333 
an equal opportunity employer 
April 15, 1975 
Dr. J. D. Wilhoit, Chairman 
Division of Technology 
Northeastern Oklahoma A & M College 
Miami, Oklahoma 74354 
Dear Dr. Wilhoit: 
Please excuse the delay in responding to your question 
regarding questionnaires. I have only found one source 
to the ·question you pose. A former Colorado graduate student 
did a research paper on questionnaires. I have been unable 
to obtain a copy of it to review. but I have located her 
address. I am told she mails out copies on request for a 
minimal duplication cost. Her address is: 
Evelyn Brzezinski 
Research Evaluation and Assessment Service 
Michigan Department of Education 
Lansing. Michigan 48902. 
I intend to write for a copy myself. You pose an interesting 
question, and I am curious to see what Evelyn has said regard-
ing· it. I hope this is helpful. 
Sincerely yours, 
ce~~~~. 




STATE OF MICHIGAN 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
JOHN W. PORTER 
~oi 
Public I1111ruCtlon 
Lansing, Michigan 48902 
ITATI IOAID OF EDUCATION . 
l)R. GORTON RIETHMIL{..ER 
l'n11d•nl 
Dear J.D. Wilhoit: 
JAMES P. O'NEIL 
Vk• Pre11d•nt 
DR. MICHAEL J. DEEB 
S«rttary 
BARBARA A. DUMOUCHELLE 
ma.-
MARILYN JEAN KELLY 
ANNETTA MILLER 
WILLIAM A. SEDERBURG 
EDMUND P. V ANDETTE 
GOV. WILLIAM 0. MILLIKEN 
&-o/llclo 
'!bank you .for your requeat for a copy of the paper written by 
Blaine R. Worthen and me,. 11An Experimental Study of Techniques to 
Improve Reaponae Ratea of Mailed Queationnairea. 11 Unfortunately, we 
have no copiea available for distribution. '!be document may be 
ordered, however, from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service, 
P. o. Drawer O, Bethesda, Maryland 20014. '!be order number is 
ED 078 088 •.. '!be coat of the report on microfiche is $.65; reproduced 
on paper (hard copy), the report costs $6.58. 
A summary of the report appears as part of the research paper 
series of the Laboratory of Educational.Research, University of 
Colorado. '!be title of the paper is 11An Experi•ntal Study of 
Techniques for Increasing Return Ra tea in MaiLStirveys (RP.· No. 64) • 
'!bat paper may be ordered for $.75 from the Laboratory of Educational 
Reaearch1 University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80302. 
'!bank you.very much for your interest. 
Sincerely, 
~9·~t..· 
Evelyn J, Brzezinski 
Educational Research Consultant 
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·UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES 
BEBE.ELEY • DA VIS • IRVINE • LOS .ANGELES • BJVERSmE • SAN DIEGO.• SAN FRANCISCO SANTA, BARBAllA • SANTA CRVZ 
COOPERATIVE INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH PROGRAM 
OF THE AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION AND THE 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT LOS ANGELES 
Mr, J, D. Wilhoite 
Chairman 
Division of Technol6gy 
Northeastern Oklahoma A & M College 
Miami, Oklahoma 74354 
Dear Mr. Wilhoit: 
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90014 , 
June 20, 1975 
I am sorry to have delayed so long in replying to your letter of 
April 25. I am not sure there is any "best time" for administering 
questionnaires. Much depends on the people being surveyed and the nature 
of the survey. 
As far as undergraduate students are concerned, there is clearly 
no better time than freshman orientation or registration. Any time after 
that, students are hard to find and much more reluct~nt to cooperate. As 
far as follow up studies of undergraduates are concerned, the late summer 
seems to be as good a time as any. 
We have done several faculty surveys, although we have no sense of 
what is the beat time to do such surveys. I suspect that the academic 
year is to be preferred over the summer, although I have no data bearing 
directly on this question. · 
AWA:pav 
I hope this information has been of some use. 
Sincerely yours, 
~Ck*1'n 






_! OKLAHOMA STATI UNIYlltllTY •STILLWATER 
''. ..... : Department of Technical Education 
C:lou1eon1 !uildlnt 4o6 




City, State, Zip Code 
Dear (Name): 
October 16, 1974 
'.(,~~·~~~l;r'' Enclosed are the task inv~,t6r.v booklets that J. D. 
74074 
Wilhoit discussed with you a sh.or't time ago. 
j '. 
We would sincerely appredt~te it if you would distri-
bute them to the appropriate faculty members. As you will. 
note in the co~er letter attached to each booklet, the faculty 
members are instructed to return them to you after completion. 
To mak~ getting ·them back to us more convenient we are also 
enclosing a stamped return envelope. 
We very' much appreciate your help in collectinQ this 
data and hope it isn't overly troublesome. 
Enclosures 
Cordially, 
Do.nald_ s. Phillips 
Head, Technical Education 
Oklahoma State University 
-. ii .. ' ··--·-•_L_a_._._._a __ ._T_A_T_1_u_._._,,_._._._1T_Y __ • ..:;•..:.T.:;.:IL:.:L:.:•=.:A:.:.:..T•::.:•::.__ '4 Deportment of Technical Education 14074 
Cla111,..1>n1 lullcli111 '406 
372-621 ' .. Ext. 6287 
Professor ( Individual's Name 
School of Technology 
Oklahoma State University 
Dear Professor ( Last Name ): 
October 16, 1974 
We need your help! We are conducting a study that we believe 
you will find interesting and helpful to your profession. We are 
attempting to assemble and validate a list of jobs and tasks per-
formed by professional occupational teachers. 
The information we are seeking will be used in two current 
projects-being conducted by J. D. Wilhoit and Dick Tinnell. We 
will use this information to revise existing teacher education 
curricula in order to improve the quality of training programs 
being offered for persons in our profession. 
What we are asking for is a little of your time, and the re-
sults of your experience on the job; to review the enclosed task 
inventory for occu~ational teacheTs. Only you can tell us whether 
these lists are complete and accurate. 
Please fill out the brief professional information page and 
follow the directions for checking and rating the tasks on the 
list. You will notice that the inventory boe,klet is numbered •. The 
number is only for our use in follow-up and in accounting for the 
booklets. Your name will be held in the strictest confidence and 
will not be associated with the results. 
We are depending on you to provide us with the necessary in-
formation for improving our teacher edu~ation program. Please com-
plete the inventory TODAY and return it in the enclosed campus en-
velope. 
It will take you about one-half hour. 
Enclosures 
Very sincerely, 
Donald S. Phillips 
Head, Technical Education 
Oklahoma State University 
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OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY •STILLWATER 
Department of Technical Education 74074 
Classroom Building 406 
(405} 372·6211, Ext. 6287 
Early in October of this year, you cooperated with us in a 
Task Inventory Questionnaire. This instrument is bein~ used to 
research several aspects of r~levance to vocational-technical 
education. This task inventory questionnaire includ~d with this 
letter is identical to th~ questionnaire you filled out earlier. 
No, it isn't a mistake. J. D. Wilhoit is appealing .for your tol-
erance to assist iri determining if the teachers' t~sks are viewed 
differently durin' the course of the school year. 
Please fill out the task inventory as though this is the 
first time you have seen it. Don't be concerned about how you 
filled it out in October. We are interested in the tasks as 
you now view them. Please do it as soon as you can, we. promise 
to make this the last time. 
Enclosure 
Very sincerely, 
Donald S. Phillips 
Head, Technical Education 







INSTITUTIONS SURVEYED BY TINNELL 
119 
120 
These institutions were:. 
1. Bethany . Nazarene College, . Bethany, Oklahoma 
2. cam,eron University, Lawton, Oklahoma 
3. Garl Albert Junior College, Poteau, Oklahoma. 
4. Connors State College, Warner, Oklahoma. 
5 •. Ea.stem Oklahoma. State .College, Wilburton, Oklahoma. 
6. El Reno Junior.College, El Reno, Oklahoma. 
7. Langston University, Langston, Oklahoma. 
8. Murray State College, Tishomingo, Oklahoma. 
9. Northeastern Oklahoma State,:rJniversity, Tahlequah, Oklahoma 
10. Northeastern Oklahoma.. A&M College, M:Larn:t, Oklahoma. 
11. Northern Oklahoma, College, . Tonkawa, Oklahoma 
12. Northwest~m Oklahoma State University, Alva, Oklahoma. 
13. Oklahoma. State University School of Technology, Stillwater, Oklahoma. 
14. Oklahoma. State.University Technical Institute, Oklahoma. City, Okla. 
15. Oklahoma State Tech, Okmulgee,. Oklahona. 
16. Oscar Rose Junior College, Midwest City, Oklahoma. 
17. Sayre Junior College, Sayre; Oklahoma 
18. Seminole Junior College, Seminole, Oklahoma. 
19. Southeastern Oklahoma.State University, Durant~ 014ahoma 
20. Southwestern College, Oklahoma. City, Oklahoma. 
21. South Oklahoma. City Junior College, Oklahoma. City, Oklahoma. 
22. Tulsa Junior College, Tulsa, Okl.ahoma. 
23. Western Oklahoma. State College, Altus,. Oklahoma. 
This fqrrwlated a groµp of 171 technical-occupation inst.ructors for the 
original study. Five (22 percent) of the 23 institlJ.tions with seven 
(four percent) of the 171 instructors, which was a very small percentage 
121 
of the total respondents due to the size of the institutions involved, 
failed to respond to the first questionnaire. In addition to this non-
response, 25 (19percent) of the remaining 164 instructors from the. 
remaining 18 institutions failed to return the original questionnaire. 
This deletion consequently left 18 institutions and 139 responding ·. 
technical-occupation instructors surveyed in this study. 
VITA 
John Douglas WiJhoit, Jr. 
Candidate for the Degree of 
Doctor of Education 
Thesis : THE EFFECT OF VARIATION IN JOB EMPHASIS ON TASK INVENIORY 
RESULTS 
Major Field: Vocational-Technical and Career Education 
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